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1 Introduction

Despite a global decline in marriage and trend toward non-marital fertility in the US, higher socio-

economic groups have persisted in marrying at high rates. Why has marriage retained its attractiveness

for some, despite losing it for others? This paper hypothesizes that one role of marriage is to offer a way

for couples to share the costs of investments in children, allowing higher levels of investment in this “public

good.” However, as divorce has become easier and non-marital contracting more secure, the commitment

offered by marriage may be too limited to induce such investment, which comes at the cost of one partner’s

income, but benefits both. Importantly, the convergence between marriage and non-marital contracting does

not extend to the treatment of assets: only in marriage is the marital home divided upon separation.

We present a model where couples who invest in joint marital property essentially have access to a

different, and stronger contract. Through the use of collateral, they can offer some insurance to the investing

partner, even when divorce is easy. Our model demonstrates that a joint property provides both a disincentive

to divorce for the richer partner and consumption insurance in the case of divorce to the poorer partner.

Because of this additional commitment, the poorer partner will be more willing to invest in child human

capital at the cost of her own earning potential, thus raising the value of marriage. This is the first model

that introduces the possibility of collateralizing the marriage contract in response to imperfect commitment

by partners.

Our model can explain the intimate link between home purchase and marriage, shown in Figure 1. We

examine homeownership rates quarterly for men aged 21-35 around the time that they marry or have children.

Home acquisition rates spike precipitously for those in the period immediately following marriage, going from

around 25% homeownership to 50% within six quarters. For a different life event, though, having children,

we see no such spike in home acquisition. Rather than acquiring a home to accommodate a growing family,

we see that individuals in fact generally have high rates of homeownership before having children. When

we specifically look at those who have children outside of marriage, non-marital fertility (NMF), we see low

rates of homeownership that do not increase after the birth of a child. This is suggestive evidence that the

contract of marriage and homeownership are closely intertwined, which our model explains for the first time.

This relationship, we argue, stems partly out of a weakening of the traditional marriage contract, which

has left asset (in particular home) division as one of the key distinguishing factors in marriage versus

cohabitation. Table 1 shows the evolution of the marriage and cohabitation contracts over time. With

the introduction of unilateral divorce in the 1970s and parental rights and responsibilities for non-marital

fathers in the 1990s, the marriage and cohabitation contracts became more similar in all regards except for

the presumed “jointness” of any assets acquired during the relationship.1

Under US law, in cohabitation, assets are owned by whoever acquires them, no matter the duration of the

relationship.2 The marriage contract, however, stipulates that all assets accumulated during the marriage

1Historically, marriage offered many benefits beyond those available through non-marital fertility, including paternal rights
over children as well as legally mandated paternal financial support (Edlund, 2006). Divorce was difficult and extremely rare
(Kay, 2000). Starting in the 1960s, divorce rates began to increase, spurred on by state level legal changes that gradually
made divorce easier, and created the concept of “no fault” and unilateral divorce (Kay, 2000). Subsequently, enhancement in
non-marital rights and responsibilities (as part of the welfare reform in the 1990s) made the income sharing guaranteed through
marriage and non-marital fertility highly similar (Mayeri, 2016).

2There is also very little “common law marriage” in the United States–only very few states even allow long-term cohabiting
couples to petition the court to be treated as married ex-post, and they must present evidence, such as that a wedding ceremony
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Figure 1: Association Between Marriage and Home Purchase

Notes: Data uses the 2008 Survey of Income and Program Participation. It restricts the sample to men who enter the first wave
without a previous life event (marriage or birth) and for whom we observe such a life event during the subsequent 15 waves.
The wave of the event is normalized to 1 and then average homeownership is charted in each wave before and after that point.
“NMF” indicates non-marital fertility, which here is individuals who have a child but do not marry over the course of the data.

Table 1: Convergence Between Marriage and Cohabitation Contract

Pre-1970 Today
Marriage Cohabitation Marriage Cohabitation

Bilateral separation required X
Income sharing upon separation X X X
Parental rights for father X X X
Asset division upon separation X X

Notes: Assumes cohabitation with children. Unilateral separation from marriage was introduced at the state level in the 1960s
and 1970s (see Voena 2015). Parental rights for non-marital fathers and income sharing (child support) was introduced in the
1990s as part of welfare reform (see Rossin-Slater 2016).

are joint property, because marriage as a legal contract rests on the presumption of division of labor, and

thus shared production. Joint assets are to be divided either evenly (in community property states) or

“equitably” (Kay, 2000) upon divorce. Since child custody is often given to mothers, the family home is

also more often allocated to the mother as well (Weitzman, 1981), irrespective of the specific legal regime.

The high rates of assignation of the marital home to mothers as well as the difficulty in hiding or disposing

of it prior to official divorce makes homes a particularly important shared asset.3 Homeownership plus

marriage thus creates a state-contingent contract through which a man can put at stake some resources in

case of a divorce. Alternatives, e.g., divorce insurance, are scant since private markets would be riddled with

took place.
3Note that this does not mean that cohabiting couples cannot purchase a home jointly, but the equity each puts in remains

their own property. Home purchase cannot be used to bind one member of the couple’s resources as joint property. In marriage,
even if one spouse pays for every single mortgage payment, the home is still joint property.
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private information problems.4 Moreover, housing has the advantage of offering other useful services, while

also being ingrained in US culture—a part of the “American Dream.” A quote that has been attributed

to various celebrities goes, “Instead of getting married again, I’m going to find a woman I don’t like and

just give her a house,” demonstrating the centrality of homeownership to American marriage and divorce

“traditions.”5

Consistent with the idea that homeownership helps supplement the strength of the marriage contract,

data shows that the US home-owning rate by young married couples increased exactly during the period

when divorce was being liberalized, and therefore when the need for “collateral” in a now weakened legal

contract was heightened. US homeownership rates for young married couples, as measured in the US Census,

increased from 40 percent in 1960 to 54 percent in 1980, at the same time the divorce rate rose (while the

ownership rates for singles stayed constant).6 Moreover, this increase was sharper for states introducing

unilateral divorce laws during this period.7 Our model suggests that owning a family home can make up for

the lost contracting security of marriage.

Our model is unique in combining partnership selection, investments in child human capital, and divorce

decisions with asset-ownership. Relationships face a problem of limited commitment as individuals are

unable to commit not to divorce.8 In the model, two individuals can decide to either stay single, engage in

non-marital fertility, or marry. In the last two cases, the female partner must elect the level of investment she

wants to make in children, which can be enjoyed by both partners. Child human capital is, in essence, a public

good, and thus we might expect under-investment since the decision is made privately by the mother. The

principal difference between the two relationship types is how marital property is treated upon separation.

We assume that in the case of a divorce, assets are divided more equally than income, while in the case of

a separation from cohabitation, the property is given to the person whose savings were used to purchase it.

This alters the marginal cost of investment for the mother—in case of divorce, she will have more than her

reduced income to fall back on, and her husband will additionally be disincentivized from divorcing in the

first place. This in turn raises her incentive to invest substantially, making marriage more valuable for the

couple ex-ante. The partner who will pay more for divorce is willing to enter into this arrangement because

he wants to incentivize higher levels of investment from his spouse, thus receiving more value in expectation.

Ex-post, however, he is unable to commit to not divorcing if the situation is not sufficiently desirable.

This model produces a number of predictions. First, couples who can purchase a home will have more

commitment in their relationships, more division of labor, and higher higher child investments. Second,

making divorce unilateral or enforcing non-marital fertility payments decreases the attractiveness of marriage

to low asset individuals, but much less so for those with higher assets. We simulate the model to help provide

a clearer view of the empirical predictions and find that the magnitudes of the changes seem relevant to

historical trends—a seemingly small change in the transfers available to unmarried mothers almost completely

4Divorce insurance would suffer from clear adverse selection and moral hazard problems. Joint annuities could be used for
this purpose but are also not highly present in the market due to imperfect information issues. Prenuptial agreements are
complex and sometimes thrown away by divorce courts, especially when they stray too far from what one is legally entitled to.

5Most reliably attributed to American humorist Lewis Gizzard (Sherrin, 2008), the quote has also been linked to Rod Stewart
and Willie Nelson.

6We use the rates of living in an owned home for heads of household who were between 18 and 30 years old, married with
spouse present, in the US Census. See Appendix Figure A.1. We also show corresponding rates for singles, as well as for
non-heads to eliminate concerns that selection is the driver.

7See Figure A.2, which shows that states implementing unilateral divorce post-1970 have increasing married homeownership
relative to states implementing post-1970.

8See Chiappori and Mazzocco (2017) for a discussion of commitment within a relationship and upon separation.
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erases the value of marriage for low-wealth individuals. Furthermore, most of the impact of marriage on

child investment comes from the contract of marriage and not because those who select marriage tend to be

higher income individuals.

We then extend the model to a setting where assets are growing over time and obtain that we may also

observe that individuals with more growth potential delay marriage in order to secure higher investment

marriages. Those with lower assets choose non-marital fertility early in life, since the returns to waiting are

lower for that type of union. Thus, homeownership as collateral may also explain why current trends are

leading to simultaneously younger non-marital fertility and later marriages.

We test the model’s predictions using a variety of data sources. First, to see if homeownership leads to

greater child investment and specialization, we use plausibly exogenous variation in home prices to separate

preferences for children from ability to commit through homeownership. Using data from the American

Community Surveys (ACS) and Federal Housing Finance Agency, we find that couples faced with idiosyn-

cratically high housing prices in their state and year of marriage are less likely to own a home and, as

predicted by the model, experience lower investment in children and less household specialization. We find

the results extremely robust to a variety of additional checks: they do not appear to be driven by migration

or the recent housing crisis, and are robust to instrumenting for the housing index as well as focusing on

finer MSA-level price variation.

This improvement of child investment through collateralizing marriage with a house purchase should

increase the attractiveness of marriage, according to our model. It does so particularly for couples who

value child investment. We thus next show that, in agreement with our model, there is differential selection

into marriage that depends on both assets holding and preference for children. Data from the Panel Study

of Income Dynamics (PSID) shows that individuals who could access the collateralized marriage contract—

because they possess financial assets—are much more likely to marry when they have high tastes for children,

whereas individuals without assets exhibit lower selection in “tastes” between marriage and cohabitation.

We finally examine the model’s predicted impact of policy changes that shrank the contractual difference

between marriage and cohabitation, by making marriage more tenuous and cohabitation more secure. We

use Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) data to examine the impact of policies increasing

the rights and responsibilities of non-marital father, in particular, the in-hospital voluntary paternity es-

tablishment (IHVPE) program, which has been shown by Rossin-Slater (2016) to decrease marriage. Our

results show that indeed, the impact of IHVPE policies is strongly heterogenous by asset-holding, with a

positive, significant interaction effect between IHVPE and asset-holding on marriage rates. Similarly, we use

the PSID to show that the impact of the phasing in of unilateral divorce laws on the probability of marriage

is also heterogenous by asset-holding.9 The introduction of unilateral divorce decreases marriage rates for

those without assets while barely decreasing it for those with assets.

Our theoretical and empirical findings provide some insight into the relationship between marriage and

child investments. The fact that children of married parents receive more investment than those of unmarried

9We do not exploit differences between community property states and those with an equitable division regime since our
empirical analysis focuses on family homes. It is unclear how these two regimes would differ in our model. On the one hand,
the home may be more likely to be divided evenly in community property states than in the others, leading to houses being a
better way of showing commitment in those states. On the other hand, homes are likely to make better commitment devices
than other assets in equitable division states, since they are still likely to be shared, while other assets may not be. And, in
community property states since all of a couple’s assets will be shared, the family home may be a less crucial commitment
device.
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parents has been relatively well established (Ginther and Pollak, 2004; McLanahan and Sandefur, 1994).

However, it is unclear whether this comes from the fact that parents who care more about their children

select more into marriage or whether marriage in itself makes parents invest more in their children. It has

also been suggested by Lundberg and Pollak (2015) that marriage has remained valuable for those seeking to

invest highly in children, because marriage provides a framework to contract over such long-term investments.

Our model suggests, however, that the ability to insure such investments for the partner who makes them

in the case of marriage dissolution is also a crucial factor. Couples who possess assets have this ability,

since they can invest in a marital home to be divided at the time of divorce. Couples who have only their

earnings cannot insure the spouse who endogenously becomes lower earning through parental investments,

and therefore will not be able to harvest this value of marriage, and thus may choose non-marital fertility

instead if it is a good substitute for marriage on dimensions other than asset division.

This research thus has implications for the source of the “marriage gap” between socio-economic and

racial groups, suggesting that wealth inequality, rather than tastes, could be a potentially important driver.

The literature has identified a gradient in the United States by socioeconomic status in rates of marriage

versus cohabitation (Lundberg et al., 2016). We document in Lafortune and Low (2017) a link between

this gradient and asset-ownership: wealthier people marry more, even accounting for differences in race,

education, and income. This is also consistent by findings in sociology literature of a relationship between

wealth and marriage (Schneider, 2011). Our research suggests a channel through which this inequality could

persist across generations, since those with higher assets are able to elicit higher investments in children,

which will then lead to higher human capital in the next generation. And, because of the importance of

homeownership as the key asset that couples tend to accumulate and divide upon divorce, it implies that

access to credit affects much more than where people live, but also what kind of partnership they choose

and human capital investment in the next generation.

At the same time, it explains in part the central importance of home purchases to American families.

Housing is a large portion of American wealth: principal residences make up 66% of the wealth held by middle-

income Americans (Wolff, 2012). This apparent “over-investment” in one type of asset has been documented

previously by Fratantoni (1998) and various theories have been provided to explain this pattern. Henderson

and Ioannides (1983) argue that this stems from a demand for housing services over the life-cycle while

Flavin and Yamashita (2002) argues that it is the indivisibility of housing that leads to its overweighting

in portfolios of younger households. Why would Americans choose to invest so heavily in an illiquid asset

that suffers large price shocks? Our model implies that the illiquidity may actually be an appealing feature

of homeownership in terms of its ability to secure the marriage contract. Although in the case of divorce

the investment in an “at risk” asset may seem suboptimal, ex ante it provides value by reducing the cost

of investments that benefit both spouses. Thus, the husband prefers to “tie his house to the mast” in

order to enter a more binding contract, and thus reap more value from the marriage. This also provides

an explanation for the relative rarity of prenuptial contracts in the US (Weiss and Willis, 1993), since the

husband wants to guarantee asset division.10

10One may wonder why he does not provide such security through a prenuptial agreement that is punitive toward the husband
in case of divorce, but purchasing a home is likely to be more culturally accepted and easier to implement, since it provides
other benefits while married. Moreover, if one wished to have such security without marriage, it would require extensive, and
likely costly, contracting, since the marriage contract specifies the division of resources that are to be created throughout the
marriage.
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While many authors have explored the reasons for declining marriage rates, and accompanying increases

in non-marital fertility (Akerlof et al., 1996; Mechoulan, 2011; Duncan and Hoffman, 1990; Rosenzweig,

1999; Nechyba, 2001; Neal, 2004), ours is the first to explore the role of assets in substituting for other legal

protections. We highlight the role of assets in “securing” the marriage contract, and thus the decision to opt

for one type of relationship or another, something unexplored until now.

In terms of the effects of child-support enforcement, most of the existing literature considers its impact on

men in partial equilibrium, and thus suggests that it decreases the appeal of non-marital fertility compared

to marriage (Aizer and McLanahan, 2005; Tannenbaum, 2015). However, this does not consider that it also

makes fertility outside of marriage a better substitute for marriage, providing both some of the costs and

some of the benefits. An exception is work by Rossin-Slater (2016), which demonstrates that establishing

paternity officially at a time of the child’s birth can cause marginal individuals to substitute away from

marriage. We complement this evidence by emphasizing the potential interaction between these policies and

homeownership, which differentiates the marriage contract for couples who can afford it.

Many papers have demonstrated the effects of increased ease of divorce, and a switch to unilateral consent,

starting with Friedberg (1998), who shows that unilateral divorce substantially increased divorce rates. This

increased ease of divorce has been shown to negatively impact women (Ananat and Michaels, 2008; Holden

and Smock, 1991) and children (Gruber, 2004; Cáceres-Delpiano and Giolito, 2008). Fernandez and Wong

(2017) perform a welfare analysis to show that women prefer mutual consent to divorce while men prefer

unilateral divorce. Wolfers (2006) demonstrates that in an efficient bargaining model, we may not expect

increases in divorce following such a policy change. Voena (2015) provides a model, however, where changes

to divorce policy can affect divorce rates and household decisions, due to an inefficient autarky period prior

to divorce. Mechoulan (2005) summarizes the theoretical approaches to divorce, and demonstrate that

inefficient outcomes are allowed under many models.

In particular, increased ease of divorce has been shown to decrease the commitment value of marriage,

which women optimally respond to by increasing their human capital accumulation (Bronson, 2014) and

labor supply (Stevenson, 2008; Fernandez and Wong, 2011). Reynoso (2017) suggests that for the same

reason it will be linked to an increase in assortative mating. This demonstrates that the divorced state is not

expected to be equal in consumption level to the married state for women, which crucially underlies our model

that women require insurance to be induced to lower their own earning potential through child investments.

Stevenson (2007) shows that the switch to unilateral divorce led to a decrease in “marriage-specific capital,”

which is highly consistent with our model. We introduce the idea of assets as a key alternative source of

commitment in the absence of bilateral consent to divorce. Interestingly, Stevenson (2007) additionally shows

no decrease in homeownership on average, which is consistent with our model because homeownership is not

so much “marriage-specific capital,” but rather partially a commitment device that will be sought by those

who contract marriage, even with easier divorce.

Finally, our paper relates to work on assets as commitment devices. Previous literature has shown

the importance of collateral in borrowing contracts, helping to overcome both moral hazard and adverse

selection, and thus potentially reducing credit rationing (see Steijvers and Voordeckers (2009) for a summary

of literature). However, there has been less focus on the role of collateral in increasing commitment in

bilateral contracts, perhaps because in few contracts is there formal legal enforcement of collateral division

in case the joint venture dissolves. Our work suggests that contracts that allow for collateral to be placed
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in a pool for division in case the contract dissolves, as the marriage contract does, could potentially allow

for an increase in economic efficiency. Broadly, our model suggests that when individuals are unable to

commit perfectly, dynamic inefficiencies arise, as it has been discussed by Mazzocco (2007) and Chiappori

and Mazzocco (2017). What is novel is that we suggest the use of housing may diminish these inefficiencies.

Previously, alternative mechanisms had been suggested: Brinig (1990) discussing diamond engagement rings

while Ambrus et al. (2010) estimating the impact of bride prices in Bangladesh.

There is more limited literature on the topic of homeownership and marriage. Farnham et al. (2011) show

that higher house prices makes marriages less stable, while Lagomarsino et al. (2017) show that a lottery

that provides homes counterintuitively increases reported domestic violence. Wei and Zhang (2011) and Wei

et al. (2012) document the role of homeownership as a precursor to marriage in China. We contribute to

this literature by discussing for the first time how homeownership may serve to “collateralize” the marriage

contract, thus increasing the wedge between the attractiveness of marriage and cohabitation for those able

to purchase homes.

The rest of this paper is organized as followed. In Section 2, we develop a theoretical framework to explain

the role of homeownership in marriage. We then present our empirical strategy and results in Section 3.

The final section concludes.

2 Model

We present a standard model of marriage with a public good, children. We initially set up a collective

model, where decisions are made pareto efficiently, but then introduce the fact that individuals cannot commit

not to separate or divorce, which leads to inefficient investment in children. We then introduce housing as

a “commitment technology” unique to marriage which reduces the inefficient investment problem since it

offers insurance to the partner who makes the investment as well as reduces the incentives for divorce for

the other partner. We allow for selection into singlehood, marriage, or cohabitation and show that couples’

choices will depend on their capacity to acquire housing since this increases the value of marriage. We then

highlight comparative statics that will be explored empirically.

Note that the model assumes a certain gender asymmetry, in that we assume female partners are lower

earning, and are therefore the ones to invest in children. Even if partners originally had equal earning

potential, this could represent the fact that pregnancy, birth, and breastfeeding all must necessarily be done

by the mother, and therefore mothers typically take longer parental leaves than fathers. In line with this, the

literature shows that mothers pay a higher price in wages for having a child than their partners (e.g Adda

et al., 2017; Kleven et al., 2017; Bronson et al., 2017; Angelov et al., 2016). It is this loss of human capital

that represents the cost of children that is unique to women, while the benefits are enjoyed as a public good.

In the model, men share the cost of the public good by dividing their earnings within marriage. Home-

ownership further allows them to commit to share resources even in the case the marriage dissolves, through

the stipulation in the marriage contract that joint assets be divided. This contract benefits both people, but

we show that even if men decided unilaterally, they will be willing to enter such a contract as long as they

value child quality sufficiently.
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2.1 Collective model with single public good

Individuals live for two periods, and care about child quality and consumption. They can choose to be

single or enter one type of relationship r (marriage or cohabitation) and have a child. Utility is linear in

child quality, Qr, and concave in consumption since we wish to capture the impact of uncertainty in the

second period. If individuals decide to remain single, each consume their own income and they have no

children. If they enter into a relationship, utility for partner k in period t who is in relationship r is of the

form Ukrt = u(ckrt) +Qr.

Let Ωi represent the earnings of the female partner and Ωj represent the earnings of the male partner.

Assume that the distribution of Ωj stochastically dominates that of Ωi.

In the first period, individuals select whether to marry, and then select the level of investment to make

in any resulting children. We assume that investment must be undertaken by one of the spouses. Because in

this model women are assumed to be lower-earning, which is true on average, we assume the mother is the one

to invest in children. Investment in children, τ , returns better quality children, which in turn creates utility

gains for parents, but at the cost of time, which could otherwise be used for career investment. As a result,

the higher is the level of investment, the higher the child quality, but also the lower the mother’s earnings

in the second period. Child quality, Qr, depends on this investment, as well as the parents’ endowments.

We assume that it is increasing in parental endowment and that the productivity of the investment is also

increasing in parental endowments. Consumption will depend on a couple’s endowments, the investment

level selected, and what is agreed upon regarding the division of resources.

2.1.1 Relationship Dissolution

Utility in the first period is certain, while utility in the second period is subject to a utility shock, φ,

centered around zero, whose cumulative distribution will be denoted L(φ). For simplicity, we assume only the

male partner experiences this shock. This shock makes individuals reconsider the value of the relationship.

Bad shocks may cause individuals to prefer dissolving the relationship, in which case they avoid the shock.

Individuals are unable to ex-ante commit to not divorcing.

The incentive problem arises because men and women may not wish to separate under the same circum-

stances. Since men are wealthier and do not invest in children, the male partner may wish to dissolve the

marriage with a higher probability than the woman. We start by thinking about dissolution as bilateral

divorce. That means both parties must be happier in the divorced state than in the married state. If men

wish to divorce and women do not, under the bilateral policy, men must compensate women in a lump sum

payment for their foregone utility. Therefore, marriages will only break up when it is pareto optimal, i.e.,

when there are joint gains. If we assume no other benefits to marriage and no costs of divorce, this will be

whenever φ < 0. In other words, marriage is functional in the first period, and can be thought of as “recre-

ational” in the second—if the partners get extra utility from being together, the relationship continues; if

not, it dissolves. If there are some other benefits of marriage or costs of divorce, this dissolution will happen

when φ < φ̄ < 0.
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2.1.2 Investment in Children

Parents invest in children. The amount of investment can represent the decision of both how many

children to have and how much parenting time to spend with each child, since each one would decrease

the mother’s time to make earnings-increasing career investments. The female partner chooses her level of

investment to maximize her own utility, which is represented by

u(c1i(Ωi,Ωj)) + 2Qr(τ,Ωi,Ωj) + ˜u(c2ir(Ωi,Ωj , τ))− Cr

where ˜u(c2ir(Ωi,Ωj , τ)) is the expected second period utility in relationship r , and Cr is the cost of

entering relationship r.

Thus, we can represent the decision as:

dQr
dτ

= −1

2

d ˜u(c2ir(Ωi,Ωj , τ))

dτ
.

Note this condition intuitively simply requires that the marginal benefit of investing in children be equated

to the expected marginal cost. Naturally ∂Qr

∂τ > 0, child quality is increasing in investment and both husband

and wife enjoy child quality in a non-rival way. Because τ represents a time investment that displaces human

capital investments, it reduces the woman’s earnings in the second period, and thus expected second period

consumption is decreasing in τ .

The optimal level of investment would be achieved when the investment maximizes the sum of the utilities

of the spouses. The male spouse’s utility is given by:

u(c1j(Ωi,Ωj)) + 2Qr(τ,Ωi,Ωj) + ˜u(c2jr(Ωi,Ωj , τ))− Cr

which implies that Pareto optimal level of investment would be given by:

dQr
dτ

= −1

4

(
d ˜u(c2ir(Ωi,Ωj , τ))

dτ
+
d ˜u(c2jr(Ωi,Ωj , τ))

dτ

)
.

If the female partner consumed only her own earnings, investment in children would be inefficiently low.

However, we assume that couples can commit to a sharing rule β that allows a woman to consume a higher

fraction of household income than the one represented by her income. Notice this requires commitment,

as allocating extra consumption to the wife would not be ex-post optimal for the husband. To induce the

Pareto optimal level of investment, they would need to agree to split household resources (which we will

denote by H) in half since in that case, the woman’s investment decision:

dQr
dτ

= −1

2

du(0.5H)

dτ
= −1

4

u′(0.5H)dH

dτ
.,
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would be equivalent to the Pareto optimal case:

dQr
dτ

= −1

4

(
u′(0.5H)0.5dH

dτ
+
u′(0.5H)0.5dH

dτ

)
= −1

4

u′(0.5H)dH

dτ
.

This would assume that the couple can commit to a sharing rule both within and outside the marriage,

meaning, if a relationship dissolves, the sharing rule is unaltered. Notice that this is possible in the case

of bilateral divorce. In that case, for divorce to occur, a woman’s utility must be brought up to the same

level as within marriage through a transfer from her ex-spouse. If not, she will not agree to divorce. Thus,

expected second period utility in the case of divorce is the same as the married utility. In other words, the

marginal cost of greater τ will be equivalent in the divorced and married state. If the couple agreed to the

optimal sharing rule in the first period, bilateral divorce does not alter the efficiency of her decision.

Proposition 1 Assuming the ability to uphold inter-temporal commitment within marriage, if bilateral con-

sent is required for divorce, investments in children will be efficient.

Proof. A man will want to divorce when his utility within marriage will be lower than that outside of it.

However, to obtain divorce, he will need to offer his wife at least the same utility in divorce as in marriage.

She obtains 0.5H in marriage and thus, will need to be offered this much in divorce. This implies that a

man will want to divorce when u(0.5H) + φ < u(0.5H) or when φ is below 0. However, from the woman’s

perspective, divorce is irrelevant since she is guaranteed 0.5H in all cases. Thus, her expected consumption

becomes simply 0.5H and her maximization problem is replicating equation (2.1.2).

Note also that since the utility is concave, the marginal cost of investing in τ will be decreasing in H,

total household resources. Since we have assumed that the productivity of investing increases in parental

endowments, the marginal benefit of the investment will also increase in household resources, implying that

τ will be increasing in parental endowments.

2.2 Limited Commitment

We now introduce two possible ways in which relationships could have limited commitment, and derive

the result that child investment will be inefficiently low under either scenario.

2.2.1 Unilateral Divorce

We first explore how the investment incentives are altered if unilateral divorce were allowed. In this case,

if the man wants to divorce, he does not need to guarantee the same income to his spouse as under marriage.

However, his spouse, who will continue to prefer not to divorce, will be willing to re-draft the sharing rule to

keep him in the marriage. Divorce will still only occur when the shock reduces the sum of incomes. But if the

shock is such that the husband’s consumption is lower than what he would obtain when divorced, because

he has the “right” to divorce unilaterally, he will need to be compensated to remain within marriage. This

will imply that the wife will need to transfer some resources to her spouse within marriage. She will be able

to do this until her welfare in marriage is the same as her welfare in divorce, which will be the same point

as bilateral divorce, namely when φ < 0 (assuming no other benefits of marriage or cost of divorce).
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In divorce, although there may be some income sharing mandated by the court, we assume it will not

make up for the full income sharing within marriage. Thus, each partner is more dependent on their own

income upon divorce than in marriage.11 Thus, the cost of her investment in children will be higher when

divorced than when married. Higher investment in children, τ , can also increase men’s desire for separation,

as it makes income sharing with their partner more costly in the second period. Women who invest more

will thus need to transfer more resources for them to stay in the relationship in the case of a bad draw. This

will occur whenever the utility shock is such that:

φ < φ̃ = u(c2Dj(Ωi,Ωj , τ))− u(0.5H)

where c2Dj represents the consumption level that a man can expect upon divorce.

This will imply that a woman’s expected utility will be given by

∫ ∞
φ̃

u(c2Ri(Ωi,Ωj , τ))l(φ)dφ+

∫ φ̃

0

u(c′2Ri(Ωi,Ωj , τ, φ))l(φ)dφ+

∫ 0

−∞
u(c2Di)l(φ)dφ

where c′2Ri, which depends on φ, indicates the consumption level that the woman will obtain when she

renegotiates the sharing rule.

The woman will invest in children until the benefit of her investment ∂Q
∂τ is equal to her expected marginal

cost, namely,

−1

2

d ˜u(c2i(Ωi,Ωj , τ))

dτ
< −1

4

u′(0.5H)dH

dτ

This implies that her expected marginal cost will be larger than under Pareto optimal conditions. That is

because her expected utility will be lower than 0.5H since she will have to sacrifice resources either upon

divorce or when the utility shock to her husband is such that he wishes to divorce. This will raise her marginal

cost by the concavity of the utility function. In addition, because her consumption will be lowered through

her investment, in expectation, by a higher fraction than what would be optimal, namely that dc2i
dτ < dH

dτ ,

her incentives to invest will also be decreased. Naturally, this will occur in divorce since courts will not

compensate her investment in the same manner as when married. It will additionally occur even when she

remains married but the couple is hit with a low utility shock, since she will need to transfer resources to

her partner and this will require her to receive a lower compensation for her investment.

Because of this, investments in children will be inefficiently low when unilateral divorce is present. Over

the range of shocks where both partners prefer to stay married, the cost of investment is equally shared. But

over the range of shocks where the husband prefers to divorce, whether the wife is able to compensate him

to stay married or not, she bears a disproportionate share of the cost. Thus, her expected marginal cost of

investment exceeds her share of the marginal benefit, and she will choose an inefficiently low level of child

human capital.12

Thus, under unilateral divorce, child investment will be too low compared to the social optimum. This

11This would be linked to the difficulty of obtaining full compensation for the investment in children in court, since such
transfers occur for a limited number of periods, whereas the foregone human capital investment affects permanent income.

12A man could sacrifice in marriage more than the efficient level of income so as to incentivize a higher level of investment
from his wife. The problem with this is that it would increase his desire for divorce in the second period, thus decreasing her
incentives for investment.
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means that if a couple preferred marriage over singlehood under bilateral divorce, their preference for mar-

riage will decrease with the existence of unilateral divorce. This also has another correlate: any force that

can increase τ , under unilateral divorce, will also make marriage more attractive, since it will make the

investment closer to the social optimum, thus increasing the joint utility of the relationship.

2.2.2 Cohabitation

Couples may also have limited commitment if they choose cohabitation, rather than marriage. In cohabi-

tation, because there are no court-ordered rules about how a relationship can be dissolved, all separation is of

this unilateral type. In addition to this and a lower cost of entry, we assume that marriage and non-marital

fertility differ only in the consumption levels of partners upon separation. Because the transfer made from

the higher earning spouse to the lower earning spouse may be higher in the case of formal marriage than

in divorce, a cohabiting man’s consumption upon separation may be larger than that of a married man

upon divorce, for the same levels of endowments and investments. Symmetrically, we will also assume that

a cohabiting woman’s consumption upon separation may be lower than that of a married woman upon di-

vorce. This is because courts may be less likely to enforce parental obligations (child support) on cohabiting

partners than on divorcees. A policy change that increased the parental obligations of non-marital fathers

would reduce the difference between these transfers.

Because separation will be unilateral in cohabitation, as in marriage with unilateral divorce, investment

in children will be inefficiently low. Moreover, because the income sharing upon separation will be lower

than in marriage, investment in children will be even lower in cohabitation than in marriage with unilateral

divorce.

2.2.3 Selection into Marriage

Individual incentive-compatibility is required for each partner to enter a relationship. However, because

the sharing rule in the first period can be adjusted without impacting the level of investment, we assume

entry into either cohabitation or marriage will be according to pareto optimality—the sum of the utilities.

Then, if one partner is happy to marry while the other partner is not, an equalizing transfer will be made

out of first-period resources.

Since Qr is increasing in parental endowments and investments, and investments are also increasing in

parental endowments, Qr should be supermodular in Ωi and Ωj . Supposing that this is larger than whatever

incentives couples have to income share, we should observe assortative matching. Denote the pairing Ωi(Ωj)

as the woman that would be matched with a man whose endowment is given by Ωj .

Denote VS(Ωi(Ωj),Ωj) , Vm(Ωi(Ωj),Ωj) and Vc(Ωi(Ωj),Ωj) as the expected joint utility a couple with

given endowments can achieve. A couple will select the partnership that offers them the highest utility.

Factors that will change the utility of one type of partnership may thus affect their optimal choice.
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2.3 Home purchase as commitment technology

We now introduce a “commitment technology,” homeownership. This technology is only accessible to

those who can purchase a home and can only be used to secure marital relationships. This is because,

in many countries including the United States, asset sharing is reserved to marriage contracts and is not

mandated in case of separation from cohabitation.

We will thus add to our current framework that men have assets equal to Aj , which can only be consumed

in the second period. We assume that only men are endowed with assets.13 Some men have access to a

commitment technology. This technology allows men to commit to share their assets with their wives in the

case of divorce (and thus only applies to marital relationships). It could stand in for having access to a good

housing market or sufficient credit for a mortgage, such that a small amount of assets can indeed be used

to purchase a home. Naturally, it may be the case that people with access to this commitment technology

might also be wealthier. However, for now we assume individuals have equal wealth with or without the

technology, to emphasize that our results come through commitment itself. We then extend to the setting

where those with the commitment technology are also higher wealth.

We assume that those that do not have access to the commitment technology cannot commit to split

assets in the second period. This could be due to the ease of hiding or liquidating assets not embedded in

the home, or the somewhat different treatment of home versus non-home assets by courts (where in many

states they may be apportioned more to the earning party).

Proposition 2 When a home is purchased, it increases child investment in marriage, increasing division

of labor within the household. This makes the marriage more stable and increases its appeal relative to

cohabitation.

Proof. Recall that a woman’s investment decision sets

dQr
dτ

= −1

2

dũr2i
dτ

.

Therefore, anything that reduces the negative impact of investment on the second-period expected utility

will increase the woman’s willingness to invest. The commitment technology can do that through 2 channels.

First, if assets are divided in the second period consumption in the divorced state, it increases a woman’s

expected utility of consumption in the second period. If utility is concave, this will reduce the impact of τ

on second period utility in the “bad” state of the world, because the baseline level of consumption is higher,

thus reducing the cost of the investment. Second, because the man needs to share his assets in the case of

divorce, the obligation to split assets will reduce the man’s desire to divorce, therefore shifting weight toward

the “married” scenario where the cost of τ is shared efficiently between husband and wife. Therefore, the

marginal cost of investing in a child is lower when a house is purchased. For married couples, τ will thus be

larger when a home is purchased than when it is not since the marginal cost is reduced. Because τ reduces

13We focus on male assets because the male partner is the one incentivized to put his assets at risk in order to elicit child
investments (since these investments are significantly more costly to women). Men are also more likely to have assets before
marriage, since they marry older. Moreover, even the mortgage payments from his earnings during the early years of marriage
(when children require high investments, so the mother earns less, and marriage tends to be quite secure) are added to the joint
asset, thus creating a gender differential even if none existed initially.
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labor participation of women today and future labor earnings in the second period, we should also observe

that these couples have a less equal participation in the labor market than those without a home.

This effect is not present for cohabiting couples. Thus, the utility of cohabiting is not influenced by

whether or not a home is purchased. However, for married individuals, joint utility is higher when a home

is purchased for a few reasons. First, higher τ increases the overall utility, since τ is “too low” for the social

optimum. Second, owning a home will lower the probability of renegotiating the marriage contract. Since

we know that equal sharing is Pareto optimum, having a higher probability of sharing household resources

equally will raise the benefits of marriage. Third, owning a home will imply that the husband will not be

able to extract as much from his spouse when renegotiating the marriage contract, again increasing the

joint utility. Fourth, in divorce, resources will be shared more equally, which will increase joint utility. Thus,

owning a home will increase the utility of marriage while not affecting that of cohabiting. It will thus increase

marriage compared to cohabitation.

Proposition 3 Couples who marry will want to purchase a home. Even if the decision is in the hands of

the husband, couples will purchase a home if the husband’s valuation of children’s quality is sufficiently high.

Proof. Couples who marry can, by purchasing a home, significantly increase their ex-ante utility by increas-

ing their expected joint utility in the second period. This is because of the same reasons we detailed above

since marriage without homeownership is extremely similar to cohabitation.

Even if the decision is only taken by the male partner (abstracting the fact that his partner may not want

to marry without a house), the potential loss in second period income that purchasing a home would imply

will be counteracted by a higher child quality via the higher investment that his spouse will make. Thus,

a man’s desire to purchase a house will depend on the relative value that he puts on child quality vis-a-vis

his own consumption. Thus, for a sufficiently high valuation of child quality relative to one’s consumption,

there will be some men who will want to purchase a home in the first period.

The ability to access better child quality through marital commitment will create selection into marriage

of those who most value this commitment, given access. For those without access to the commitment

technology, other factors will determine their willingness to marry, such as religion or social norms. However,

for those with access, taste for child quality (the need for commitment) will be a key determinant in whether

or not they get married. Thus, we will observe much more selection on factors correlated with taste for

children and commitment among those with assets (who are thus able to access the technology) who marry

versus cohabitate compared to those who do not. Those with assets who cohabitate do not want to commit,

whereas those without assets are not able to.

Proposition 4 If individuals are heterogenous in their taste for children and their access to commitment,

marriage will be more strongly correlated with couples’ taste for children among those who have access to

commitment than those who do not.

Proof. The commitment technology increases joint utility from children by increasing investment in children.

Access to the commitment technology raises the value of marriage relative to cohabitation more the stronger

is the taste for children versus private consumption. Thus, amongst those who have access to the commitment

technology, a higher taste for children will be a key determinant of whether a couple wants to marry or not.
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For those who do not have access to that commitment technology, marriage will not substantially increase

the investment in children, thus making the taste for children less relevant in the couple’s decision.

2.3.1 Comparative Statics

In the United States, several changes to the policy environment have made cohabitation more similar

to marriage, which Lafortune and Low (2017) argue has eroded the value of marriage. These policies have

reduced the commitment value of marriage while raising the commitment possible with non-marital fertility.

(Table 1 shows how over time the marriage and cohabitation contracts have become more similar, leaving

the division of assets upon separation as a key distinguishing factor.)

With lower commitment, the model predicts women are less willing to invest in children in marriage,

which makes the benefits of marriage relative to cohabitation lower. If a couple is able to buy a home,

however, marriage may still offer sufficient commitment to offer benefits. Thus, the impact of these legal

changes should affect couples who can purchase a home differently from those who cannot.

Proposition 5 Moving from bi-lateral divorce to unilateral divorce will lower child investment in marriage.

It will make marriage less attractive for all, particularly for those who cannot purchase a home.

Proof. With bilateral divorce, women invest optimally in τ while they do so at a lower rate when divorce is

unilateral. Unilateral divorce lowers the utility of marriage for two reasons. First, it makes the distribution

of resources in the second period less ex-ante optimal since it allows the husband to obtain a larger share of

resources when the couple would have a preference for a more equal sharing ex-ante. This is more relevant

for those who are not homeowners than those who are since homeowners are already forced to share some

resources equally upon divorce. More importantly, it also decreases the investment in children below its

optimal level which, even without any other changes, would lower the utility derived from marriage ex-ante.

This will also be stronger for those without a home since investment is higher when a couple owns a home

than not. Switching to unilateral divorce thus makes marriage less attractive for all, especially for couples

without the capacity to own a home, because those who can purchase a home are less affected by the loss of

compensating transfers and the loss of investment since they are closer to optimal.

In the past, one form of commitment offered by marriage was the expectation of income flows from

the higher-earning partner upon marital dissolution, which was not offered by non-marital fertility. The

movement to formalize non-marital paternity contracts altered this substantially. Once paternity could be

established and enforced outside of marriage, even unmarried mothers could expect income transfers in the

form of child support in the case a partnership dissolved. Because the division of assets, especially the marital

home, continued to be a unique feature of the marriage contract only, this legislation might be expected to

have different impacts for couples with sufficient resources to buy a home compared to those without.

Proposition 6 An increase in paternity enforcement for cohabiting couples will decrease the attractiveness

of marriage, particularly for those who cannot purchase a home.

Proof. Upon separation, a woman who splits from a non-marital relationship is worse off than one who

divorces from a marriage. The increase in paternity enforcement rights reduces this gap. It may also makes
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separation less attractive to her partner, who will have greater financial responsibility post separation. Both

imply that the marginal cost of investing in a child within a non-marital relationship will fall when paternity

enforcement is stronger. This increase in child investments will make non-marital fertility more attractive

compared to marriage. However, this will be less so for those who can purchase a home, as they will have a

higher investment level in marriage. Thus, cohabitation will become more attractive but more so to those

who cannot purchase a home in marriage.

2.4 Extension and Simulations

2.4.1 Child quality and divorce

In the model above, child quality is the same within and outside of a relationship. If we assume instead

that the enjoyment that parents derive from their children is reduced when divorced or separated, we generate

some interesting additional insights.

Formally, let us assume that child quality becomes ηQ, where η < 1 when a couple is separated. This

will reduce the marginal benefits of the investment, both for the mother when she is taking her own private

decision, but also for the couple when they determine what would be socially óptimal. More importantly, it

will now shift the divorce threshold as the husband will be less keen on divorcing than before since he will lose

child quality upon divorce. Thus, even with φ < 0, couples will be willing to remain together. Furthermore,

the threshold of φ that will determine divorce will depend on Q, child quality. This implies that women have

an added incentive to invest in their children since, in addition of the factors we highlighted previously, by

increasing her investment, she will now reduce the probability of him wanting to re-negotiate the contract

or divorce, thus lowering her marginal expected costs.

In this context, if a household purchases a home, it will increase the incentives for the woman to invest

in her children, as we discussed above. Since couples with a house having children with higher child quality,

they will divorce less than those without because this will affect the threshold of φ at which couples will find

it optimal to separate. We thus obtain the additional theoretical result:

Proposition 7 If child quality is lower upon divorce, couples who purchase a home will have more stable

relationships and less divorce.

2.4.2 Access to the Commitment Technology Correlated with Wealth

Access to the “commitment technology” of homeownership might be correlated with wealth for two

reasons. First, naturally wealthy people will be more able to put a down payment down on a home, which

is what will allow the second period asset to be “secured” as housing equity. Second, homeownership itself

might increase wealth, if home prices rise in value over time. It is therefore of interest whether those with

access to homeownership are predicted to invest more in children and marry more if that access also carries

with it greater wealth.

Proposition 8 If the ability to purchase a home depends on the existence of assets or if it increases assets,

those who purchase a home will still have higher child investment and will still prefer marriage more often

as long as the expected marginal cost of investment is not increasing in assets.
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Proof. If the ability to purchase a home depends on the existence of assets or if it increases assets, we will

observe the same type of impact of purchasing a home on investment and on the attractiveness of marriage

as we described initially. Those who purchase a home also having more assets will reduce the marginal cost

of investment for a woman further since it will make the divorced consumption level even higher. It will also

further decrease the probability that her husband will renegotiate the marriage contract since φ̃ is decreasing

in assets. Thus, those who own a home will have higher child investment in this case as well.

This added investment will increase the utility couples receives from marriage. As long as having more

assets does not reduce this added benefit, we will thus have that the utility of marriage will be higher for

couples with access to the commitment technology in this case as well. Since Q is independent of A, the only

interaction will stem from the expected marginal cost. For the added benefit of investment to be increasing

in A, we thus need the marginal cost not to be increasing in A. Simultaneously, having more assets will mean

that equally sharing resources more often will be more valued by the couple, since a more important fraction

of the resources will be legally bound to be divided. Thus, both effects will lead couples who purchase a

home to prefer marriage over cohabitation more than those who cannot.

2.4.3 Simulations

Given the generality of our model and the fact that if wealth differs between couples, the predictions

of the model are a bit more complex, we develop, in Appendix B, a simple example that illustrates that a

straightforward utility form can satisfy our assumptions, and provide the predictions above. This example

framework allows for those who purchase a home to have higher wealth, since this is likely the empirically

relevant case. In this section, we simulate this example model to illustrate our results more directly, as well

as shed additional insights that can be used in the empirical section.

We assume a child quality function where there is complementarity between income, Ω, and invest-

ment. This makes higher income couples value child investment more highly, and thus makes Ω the variable

determining taste for commitment, and creating heterogeneity in marriage behavior.

We use the function for child human capital h(τ) = τ/(τ + 4). We also assume for simplicity that

Ωi = 0.8Ωj for all couples and that Ωj are drawn from a uniform distribution between 0.001 and 1. We

assume assortative matching.

We then assume that φ is also drawn from a uniform [−0.5, 0.5] distribution and that when couples have

assets, they have 0.35 units. All couples who have assets purchase a home in marriage. We finally assume

that divorced couples share resources such that 30 percent of the man’s income must be given to the woman

upon divorce δ = 0.3. We initially set our parameters to the following values:

Cc = 0.15

Cm = 0.092

We solve the optimal τ numerically for each value of Ωj and Aj using a grid-search with 600 points over

the interval [0,1]. We first assume that there are no income transfers upon separation from a cohabiting

union but there are some from a marital union. Figure 2 shows how, in this context, assets are a determinant
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of partnership selection, by showing the CDF of selection into a “type 2” partnership—cohabitation—versus

“type 3”—marriage. While income is the most important element for explaining these choices, having more

assets decreases the attractiveness of non-marital fertility compared to marriage. For those with assets, non-

marital fertility disappears at all endowment levels, selecting between singlehood and marriage only (which

matches anecdotal evidence). On the other hand, for those with no assets, marriage is only selected in about

half of the couples.

We next explore how this translates into differential levels of investments in children. Figure 3 shows

child investment by assets and income. We observe that couples with assets invest substantially more in

their children than those without assets. This is the case even when the income level allows those who do

not own assets to marry. Child investment remains about 20 percent lower than in marriage at that point.

Notice as well that many married mothers with assets completely sacrifice their earning potential in the

second period by investing fully in their children.

Figure 2: Marital status by assets and income, baseline scenario
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Notes: Simulation charts partnership selection by endowment (income) and asset-holding. 1 is singlehood, 2 is non-marital
fertility, and 3 is marriage.

One interesting use of our model is to try to disentangle the role of marriage in child investment into the

effect of selection versus marriage per se. To do this, we compute the child investment that each couple in

our model would have achieved had marriage not been available as an institution. The results are presented

in Figure 4. The graph demonstrates that only in marriage do asset holding couples invest more in their

children than those who do not hold assets. Given that those with assets enter into cohabitation at lower

endowments than those without, we find that those with assets have lower overall investment, conditional

on having children. In addition, when cohabiting, those with assets invest less than those without. This

is because of our assumption that assets return to the male partner upon separation in cohabitation, thus

increasing relationship fragility and through that, the marginal cost of investment. Thus, having assets
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Figure 3: Investment levels by assets and income, baseline scenario
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Notes: Simulation charts child investment by endowment (income) and asset-holding.

without the institution of marriage does not generate any benefits for investment in children. Secondly, and

more importantly, we find that the higher investment levels of married couples that were shown in Figure

3 are almost entirely driven by the institution of marriage instead of by selection into marriage. This is

because the investment levels observed in Figure 4 are much lower than those simulated in the actual model

with marriage. Thus, our results indicate that it is the contract of marriage per se that is valuable to

incentivize the higher level of investment. Contrasting the investment levels that these married individuals

would have without marriage to those who elect non-marital fertility would suggest similar or even lower

levels of investments for them without that institution existing. Thus, it is not that married couples would

always simply invest more in their children irrespective of the contract they face: instead, they invest more

because of the contract they choose. Furthermore, if we were to account for selection into marriage based

on income, we would find that married couples with assets involve individuals who have lower levels of

endowments than those who marry without assets. This will make it more difficult for us to find an effect

of having assets on child investment, conditional on marriage. Nevertheless, the simulations suggest that

the benefits of the marriage contract when combined with assets far outweigh the selection effect of having

worse income levels in the pool of married individuals.

Finally, our last figure shows the probability of maintaining the optimal sharing rule within marriage,

again depending on endowments and assets level. We find here that the difference between those with and

without assets is less clear than in previous results. This is because the divorce probability is lower for those

with assets conditional on the level of investment. However, as we have shown, those with assets invest much

more than those without and this, in unilateral divorce, increases the probability of divorce (because the

lower-earning wife is a “costly burden” in the second period). These two forces go in opposite directions and
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Figure 4: Investment levels by assets and income, without the possibility of marriage
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Notes: Simulation charts child investment by endowment (income) and asset-holding, were marriage impossible.

make the probability of staying together cross in our setting over a small portion of the graph. Nevertheless,

conditional on investment level, we observe that couples with assets have a higher probability of remaining

together than those who do not.
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Figure 5: Probability of union stability by assets and income, baseline scenario
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Notes: Simulation charts relationship stability by endowment (income) and asset-holding.

We then turn to exploring the comparative statics we presented in the main model. We first look at

the impact of unilateral versus bilateral divorce. Figure 6 shows what happens to our baseline results when

we make divorce bilateral instead of unilateral. Historical trends suggest a lower importance of assets in

predicting marriage when the bilateral divorce regime was in place. Indeed, in the left-hand side of Figure 6,

we see that with bilateral divorce, marriage is a dominant contract to non-marital fertility, and so both those

with and without assets choose marriage if they wish to enter a partnership. On the right of Figure 6, we see

that those with assets prefer marriage even with unilateral divorce, but those without assets substantially

substitute for cohabitation, making it an equally prevalent union type as marriage.
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Figure 6: Partnership Selection by Divorce Regime
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Notes: Policy simulation of the impact of introducing unilateral divorce by asset level. Height of bar represents the fraction of
couples that choose a particular relationship. No non-marital transfer assumed.

Our last exercise examines what happens when we alter γ, which represents the male partner’s financial

transfers in the case of non-marital fertility when the partnership dissolves. We contrast three values of

transfers from our baseline of none, to 10% and finally to 20% of their endowment being transferred. We

assume divorcees transfer 30% of their endowment, so marriage continues to provide more income insurance

in case of separation. Figure 7 contrasts the attractiveness of marriage for each value of γ. We find that as

cohabitation includes higher post-separation transfers, marriage becomes less attractive compared to non-

marital fertility. The difference by asset level is striking: those with assets barely react to the policy change

while those without assets strongly respond. By making the post-separation transfer large but still below

that of marriage, no low asset couples elect to marry while many of those with assets do. This supports our

general theoretical model that altering paternity enforcement laws would particularly change marital choices

for those whose assets cannot be used to increase the commitment level of the union. The implication is

striking—by enforcing the payment of child support outside of marriage, even at a level lower than that in

marriage, the value of marriage versus cohabitation is quickly erased for low-wealth individuals.
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Figure 7: Partnership Selection by Paternity Enforcement
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Notes: Policy simulation of the impact of introducing stronger paternity enforcement by asset level. Height of bar represents
the fraction of couples that choose a particular relationship. Unilateral divorce assumed.

2.5 Adding fertility timing

2.5.1 Exogenous asset growth

A potential simplification of our model is that individuals simply decide which arrangements to engage

in, not when they do so. We now expand our framework to allow individuals to select when and how they

will form a partnership. We show that our previous result that higher asset individuals showed a preference

for marriage versus alternative arrangement is only furthered in this case. High asset individuals will choose

marriage, but delay it, while lower asset individuals will engage in early non-marital fertility. This matches

the fact that there has recently been a crossover in the US between age at first birth and age at first marriage,

with people having children younger on average (due to non-marital fertility) despite marrying later (Arroyo

et al., 2012).

To explore this, let us imagine now that individuals live for 3 periods. Individuals can either marry or

have children without marrying in the first or the second period. They can only have one such event in their

life. Children generate benefits for their parents for 2 periods.14 To proxy for asset growth in our binary

setting, we assume that those who marry in period 2 have a higher probability of having a positive level of

assets than those who marry in the first period. We will assume that the wage penalty for child investment

14This is irrelevant for most of the results below.
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is for two periods if a woman has a child in the first period.

A woman’s utility, in a relationship of type r, who enters in the first period is, similar to before:

u(c1i(Ωi,Ωj)) + 2Qr(τ,Ωi,Ωj) + 2ũr2i(Ωi,Ωj , τ, Aj1)− Cr

except that the “second period” expected utility will now be enjoyed for two periods. If she enters in the

relationship in the second period, then her utility is given by

Ωi + u(c1i(Ωi,Ωj)) + 2Qr(τ,Ωi,Ωj) + ũr2i(Ωi,Ωj , τ, Aj2)− Cr.

The pay-out to remaining single now becomes:

USi = 3Ωi

USj = 3Ωj +Aj .

As before, the optimal investment level is found at the point where

dQr
dτ

= −1

2

dũr2i
dτ

when the union begins in the second period while it will be found at:

dQr
dτ

= −dũ
r
2i

dτ

when the union begins in the first period. The left-hand side of the equation will be the same no matter

when the union is contracted. However, the right-hand side of the equation will differ by timing. Early

unions will face a higher cost of the investment since it is born for 2 periods when a child is born in the

first period. Furthermore, Aj2 is more likely to be positive than Aj1. This makes non-marital unions less

stable but marital relationships more stable. Through that, it influences the level of investment made by

each partner. Thus, a delayed marriage is more attractive than an early marriage but a delayed non-marital

union may actually be less attractive than an earlier one.

The incentive for forming a relationship young are that one avoids the low payoff from remaining single

in the first period and can obtain a higher utility, even if separated. The benefit of delaying is that the

investment penalty is paid in only one period, instead of two. The benefits of investment and stability

depend on whether the union is a cohabiting one or a marriage.

Proposition 9 A higher probability of having positive levels of assets in the second period will lead to

an increase in the number of late marriages, compared to early non-marital fertility. This will reinforce the

difference in child investment between those whose asset holding are larger and those who have lower savings.

Proof.

For individuals with Aj1 = Aj2 = 0, timing decisions will be irrelevant of Aj . Individuals will simply

pick between marrying or cohabiting depending on their endowments. For couples with Aj1 = Aj2 > 0,
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timing decisions will also be independent of Aj . For those with Aj2 > Aj1 = 0, assets play a crucial role in

the timing decision since delaying will allow the couple to commit much more strongly to the relationship

but only in the case they delay marriage. These individuals are thus more likely to switch from cohabitation

(and more likely to be from early cohabitation than later since their assets make late cohabitation more

fragile) to later marriage. Thus, a higher probability of having positive levels of assets in the second period

will lead to more couples wanting to delay marriage as to be able to purchase a property.

We have shown that investments will be smaller in non-marital fertility than in marriages. Since, as

the probability of positive Aj2 increases, marital investments will be even larger in later marriages than in

earlier ones, we will see that the investment gap versus non-martial fertlity will be widened by later marriage

timing, and thus those with higher assets will have even higher relative child investments.

2.5.2 Endogenous asset growth

Instead of having the probability of having positive assets in the second period being exogenous, we could

instead think that individuals can invest part of their first period income, and that this determines by how

much their future assets will grow in the second period. In that case, individuals who form partnerships

young will have less incentive to invest in their future assets. This is because they would sacrifice child

quality and not acquire more marital stability. This would lead them to have lower levels of assets and

thus be more likely to choose non-marital partnerships. On the other hand, individuals who delay fertility

would have more incentives to save, which would raise their return to marriage compared to non-marital

partnerships and thus those who delay would be more likely to be higher assets individuals, which would

lead to higher marriage rates, higher child investments, and lower divorces. Introducing savings into our

model, thus, would simply reinforce the pattern we are discussing.

Notably, our model suggests that as the role of homes in collateralizing marriage becomes more important,

due to increased divorce risk, the timing would shift away from marrying and then saving for a home toward

saving first in order to purchase a home before childbearing. This, again, aligns with the trend toward later

first marriage in the US and delayed departure from parental homes.

2.6 Model summary

Our model thus provides a key role for homeownership in marriage that was not considered previously

by the literature. In particular, homeownership provides “insurance” to the partner investing in children,

by increasing the commitment of the higher-endowment partner to the relationship and providing some

guaranteed consumption in the case of marriage dissolution. This allows the female partner to feel “safer”

about making higher child investments at the expense of her own earning potential. While most previous

models have suggested that marriage may have an advantage for child-rearing, we highlight the fact that,

with unilateral divorce, women may fear that marriage will not be as lasting as they had anticipated and thus

require some insurance in order to fully invest in children. Thus, the ability to insure investments through

asset ownership becomes a key factor in determining the value of marriage. We also show that quantitatively

these factors are relevant and that the model can even be used to better understand not only relationship

choice but also timing.
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Our model provides several intuitive results that align with current marriage patterns and changes over

time. We find that conditional on endowment (income), those with access to “collateral” receive more value

from marriage. The model also specifies that child investment will be higher in marriage, but this is a

consequence of underlying heterogeneity that determines marriage’s value, rather than heterogeneous tastes

for investment. Individuals who are more able to purchase homes will have access to the stronger marriage

contract, and thus invest more in children. This will lead these couples to adopt more traditional gender roles

in the labor markets with women working and earning less. Finally, it will strengthen the marriage contract

which could be construed as a reduced probability of separation. The model predicts that unilateral divorce

will decrease the value of marriage, but provides the testable implication that this decrease in marriage

will be less severe for those with higher assets. Additionally, we find that better non-marital contracting

will move individuals from marriage to non-marital fertility—something that was found by Rossin-Slater

(2016)—but that this effect will be concentrated among those without assets.

3 Empirical Results

Having shown that a simple model can explain the correlational relationship between assets and marriage

we documented, we now turn to further exploring the predictions of the model empirically using a variety

of data sources.

We divide our empirical test of the model’s predictions into three parts. First, we test the model’s key

mechanism, by looking at how child investment and division of labor respond to shocks to homeownership

driven by housing price variation. Then, we argue that if assets change the level of investment that married

individuals can choose, they would also generate selection in a way that is related to one’s taste for commit-

ment. Finally, we test the model’s policy predictions for how the relationship between marriage rates and

assets change with shifts in policies regarding non-marital parental rights and responsibilities as well as US

divorce law.

3.1 The link between homeownership and child investment

Our model predicts that homeownership enables greater value from marriage via increasing child invest-

ment in marriage, since the investing partner has greater security. Thus, our model predicts that homeown-

ership should have a causal impact on the investment of mothers’ time into child quality. We can measure

this in two ways—the number of children and their human capital, and the direct input of mothers’ time via

reduction in work hours.

Of course, if we looked at the difference in these outcomes between homeowners and non-homeowners, we

might be identifying selection, rather than causality: those that wish to invest more in children might choose

to buy homes as one such input. Therefore, we need a source of exogenous variation in homeownership. We

therefore use idiosyncratic variation in housing prices at the time of marriage, while controlling for current

housing prices. Our hypothesis is that higher housing price at the moment of marriage would make the

couple unlikely to start their marital life as owners, and make asset accumulation as the marriage evolves

more difficult. Clearly, housing prices also influences rental prices, but in periods of “bubbles” the two

usually become disjoined, making housing price more likely to make ownership more difficult than rental.
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Our data source is the American Community Survey from 2008-2014. This survey has the advantage of

including the age at first marriage, from which we can derive the year in which individuals married. We

restrict our sample to households where it is one individual’s first marriage and where the marriage occurred

between 1991 and 2014. We merge this database by year of marriage and state of residence to the Federal

Housing Finance Agency’s housing price index based on purchase-only data. The data are available at a

quarterly frequency and by state, for which we average over all quarters in a year to obtain our annual

index. We choose to use state data because individuals are less likely to be able to avoid price shocks at

the state-level, since changing state is very costly (compared to changing county if the variation were more

highly localized). Importantly, our results are robust to using variation at the MSA level instead, as well as

using the state of birth rather than the current state in order to eliminate any possible selection. We also

show an alternate strategy using an instrument for housing prices to control for possibly correlated local

economic factors.

Our general empirical strategy will consist of estimating the following equation:

Yismt = β (−HPIsm) + ηs + νm + δt + γ Xi + ψHPIst + εismt (1)

where the outcome of interest of a household i, in state s, married in year m and observed in year t is

correlated with the household price index that was in place at the time of marriage m in the state where

they currently reside s. Given that states may differ in many ways in addition to the evolution of their price

index, we include fixed effects for each state. We also include fixed effects for each year of marriage m, to

account for other macroeconomic factors and demographic trends at that time, and the survey year t. To

rule out that correlation with current housing prices (which may affect these outcomes) drives our effects,

we additionally control for the current housing price index, which varies by both state and survey year. We

include, depending on the specification, some controls such as the age of the married individual, their gender,

and their educational attainment.

Importantly, a higher HPI in the year of marriage is expected to lead to lower homeownership, and

thus lower child investment, per our model’s predictions. For ease of interpretation, we thus regress on the

negative of the HPI so that a higher value implies easier access to house purchases.

We initially demonstrate that lower HPI at the time of marriage is linked to higher homeownership.

Then, to proxy for child investment, we use a measure of the fraction of the children in the household who

are in a grade below what their age would suggest. We also measure the number of own children in the

household since, while our model supposes that couples have only one child and they are able to increase

the quality of that child, it is probably more likely that they may also invest in having more children (which

would substantially reduce mothers’ time for career investments). We then examine the hours worked of

the parents as a way to see whether investment is altered, as our model directly predicts women who invest

more in children decreasing their work investments accordingly. We treat women’s hours worked relative to

men’s as an inverse proxy for investment. Finally, we examine divorce. Although our model’s predictions

about divorce are somewhat ambiguous, they can be interpreted in a less stylized model as separation rates

being lower for couples who own homes.

Because our analysis requires us to condition on marriage (because we can only assign a HPI for the year

of the marriage if a couple has entered into a marital union), one might worry selection into marriage could
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affect our results. Our model predicts that access to the commitment technology could affect the choice

to marriage in the first place, and housing prices could impact that access. Such selection would actually

limit our capacity to find support for our model, since, in periods of lower housing prices, we would then see

“worse” couples enter marriage. This would thus lead to an underestimate of the benefits of lower housing

prices for child investment. We document this by running Equation (1) using as an outcome variable the

educational attainment of individuals. We find that a lower HPI at the year of marriage is correlated with

married couples having fewer years of education, see Table C.1. This provides empirical support that the

selection is likely to work against us finding the pattern predicted by our model. The simulations of our

model suggest that the effect of the marital institution should dominate the impact of selection, which is in

line with our results.15

Effect of Housing Prices on Homeownership We first show that our right-hand side variable indeed

creates variation in the endogenous variable of interest, homeownership, in Table 2. We divided the price

index by 100, implying that a change of 1 in our index corresponds to a decrease of 1 percent in housing

prices. The results suggest that an decrease in 1 percent in the housing prices at the time of marriage

increases the probability that the household owns a home in later surveys by about 3 percent.

Table 2: Relationship between house price at marriage and homeownership

Dependent variable: Own Home
(1) (2)

-House Price Index 0.0277∗∗∗ 0.0324∗∗∗

(0.00543) (0.00615)

Additional Controls No Yes
Observations 3220736 3220736
R-Squared 0.0666 0.124

Notes: Data uses individuals in the 2008-2014 ACS married within the last eighteen years. House Price Index represents state-
level housing prices from the Federal Housing Finance Agency in the year of marriage, while housing prices in the current year
are controlled for. Fixed effects for the year of marriage, current year, and state are included in all specifications. Standard
errors are clustered at the state level.

Effect of Housing Prices on Division of Labor Our model suggests that homeownership will enable

the female partner to make costly investments in children at less risk, thus leading couples to have a more

traditional division of labor within the household. While income effects could create labor supply effects,

the key prediction of our model is a very different impact on women’s labor supply, which will be decreased

to invest in children, versus men’s labor supply. If we see contrasting effects of HPI on women and men’s

labor supplies, it would be difficult to justify this result via housing stock appreciation.

We present these results in Table 3, inserting an interaction term for being female times the house price

index to compare women’s working hours to those of men’s. We find that women who faced lower home

prices at the time of marriage are less likely to work in the year of the survey relative to men and work

15Additionally, using this variation, we find no statistically significant relationship between the housing index and the aggre-
gate number of marriages in a state-year, although the education analysis does suggest that who marries changes. These results
are available upon request. To study selection directly, we employ a different empirical strategy in the next section.
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Table 3: Relationship between house prices at marriage and parental labor force participation

Dependent variable:
Worked Last Year Usual Hours Worked

(1) (2) (3) (4)

-House Price Index 0.00383 0.00343 0.424∗∗∗ 0.409∗∗∗

(0.00253) (0.00266) (0.126) (0.117)

-HPI × female -0.0134∗∗∗ -0.0108∗∗∗ -1.335∗∗∗ -1.186∗∗∗

(0.00383) (0.00355) (0.258) (0.249)

Year of Survey FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes
Additional Controls No Yes No Yes
Observations 3702212 3702212 3702212 3702212
R-Squared 0.0510 0.100 0.114 0.163

Notes: Data uses individuals in the 2008-2014 ACS married within the last eighteen years. House Price Index represents state-
level housing prices from the Federal Housing Finance Agency in the year of marriage, while housing prices in the current year
are controlled for. Fixed effects for the year of marriage, current year, and state are included in all specifications. Standard
errors are clustered at the state level.

fewer hours relative to men. The magnitudes are such that a lower housing price of 1 percent at the time of

marriage leads to a 1 percent lower probability of having worked last year for women and to about 0.8-0.9

more hour worked per week.

Importantly, our results show that the labor supply effects of changing house prices go in the opposite

direction for men and women for the intensive margin of labor supply. For usual hours worked, the effect

of decreased housing prices is positive and significant for men – higher hours – while the interaction effect

is negative and significant (and the sum of the coefficients is negative). While negative income effects could

potentially create a stronger positive labor supply effect for women versus for men, the effect would always go

in the same direction. Instead, we see diverging labor supply responses between women and men, indicating

that homeownership affects division of labor, consistent with our commitment - child investment story.

These results suggest an increase in household specialization when low home prices at the time of marriage

increase the ability to purchase a home. In the context of our model, this could be interpreted as marriages

being more secure due to the possession of joint marital assets, and thus women having less need to protect

their own income through higher labor force participation. This would in turn be tied to higher investments

in children, and thus a higher value of marriage overall.

Effect of Housing Prices on Child Outcomes We now turn to measuring directly child investment.

We use two different proxies: whether the child is delayed in school progression and the number of children

within the household.

We look at children below age 18 because this makes it more likely that they are the children of the

marriage we are examining. The first outcome is only available for households that have children of school

age, which implies that our sample size is smaller. Table 4 shows each outcome in two separate columns. The

odd columns correspond to our baseline specification; and the even columns add to that additional controls.

The table suggests that households that were limited by high housing prices in the year they were married
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Table 4: Relationship between house prices at marriage and child investment

Grade Retention Number of Children
(1) (2) (3) (4)

-House Price Index -0.00796∗∗∗ -0.00879∗∗∗ 0.0383∗ 0.0311
(0.00233) (0.00254) (0.0210) (0.0201)

Additional Controls No Yes No Yes
Observations 2428234 2428234 3702212 3702212
R-Squared 0.00869 0.0232 0.0936 0.134

Notes: Data uses individuals in the 2008-2014 ACS married within the last eighteen years. House Price Index represents
state-level housing prices from the Federal Housing Finance Agency in the year of marriage, while housing prices in the current
year are controlled for. Fixed effects for the year of marriage, current year, and state as well as year of survey fixed effects are
included in all specifications. Standard errors are clustered at the state level.

also showed some evidence of changes in investment behavior.

In the case of grade retention, we find that couples facing easier housing markets are less likely to see their

kids repeat grades. A decrease of 1 percent in the housing price at the time of marriage leads to a decreased

probability of having a child who is below the grade for his age by 0.8 percent. This could indicate a higher

level of time investment in each child, with children having higher human capital as a result. Parents facing

lower housing prices at the time of marriage also have more children, indicating less investment in children.

Each child takes more time away from the mother’s career investments, especially because it is the infant

and early childhood period that is more time intensive for the mother, and where the investments can least

easily be shared between partners. Thus, our model predicts women who are more insured against divorce

will increase their investment in children, which can be done through both the number of children and the

investment in each one. The magnitude suggests that facing a lower housing price by 1 percent at marriage

increases the number of children by 0.03.

Effect of Housing Prices on Relative Wages An implication of the model is that women in more secure

relationships will increase their child investments, and therefore experience decreases in their accumulated

human capital, leading to decreases in wages. We test this last piece directly in Table 5 by examining

the impact of housing-price-induced homeownership on the relative wages of women versus men. We find

that lower housing prices are associated with increases in male wage levels, but a negative and significant

interaction term for women. The sum of the terms is also negative, indicating that women who married in

lower housing price times and areas experienced a decrease in wages.

Note, that although income effects may decrease hours, there is no reason they would be expected to

increase male wages, or have a differential effect on male and female wages.

These results, together with the child outcomes, provide consistent evidence of the impact of homeowner-

ship on τ . Our findings are consistent with evidence that having children decreases women’s wages, while not

affecting men’s (e.g Adda et al., 2017; Kleven et al., 2017; Bronson et al., 2017; Angelov et al., 2016), but add

evidence that when women experience these declines more when they are in “collateralized” relationships,

that provide insurance on their investment. In couples where buying a home was made easier, women’s time
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Table 5: Relationship between house prices at marriage and relative wages

Dependent variable:
Labor earnings (level) Log hourly wage

(1) (2) (3) (4)

-House Price Index 3727.6∗∗∗ 3721.6∗∗∗ 0.0195∗ 0.0186∗∗∗

(798.7) (739.3) (0.00987) (0.00553)

-HPI × female -7859.3∗∗∗ -7063.3∗∗∗ -0.0895∗∗∗ -0.0666∗∗∗

(992.2) (961.9) (0.0122) (0.0104)

Year of Survey FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes
Additional Controls No Yes No Yes
Observations 3702212 3702212 2900523 2900523
R-Squared 0.0756 0.199 0.0729 0.237

Notes: Data uses individuals in the 2008-2014 ACS married within the last eighteen years. House Price Index represents state-
level housing prices from the Federal Housing Finance Agency in the year of marriage, while housing prices in the current year
are controlled for. Fixed effects for the year of marriage, current year, and state are included in all specifications. Standard
errors are clustered at the state level.

is reallocated from career investments toward child investments, yielding better child outcomes, but lower

personal human capital accumulation. These results also provide one possible channel for the male marital

wage premium—by offering a secure relationship through which gains to division of labor can be captured,

men who marry are able to spend less time on home production and more time investing at work, thereby

increasing their wages.

In order to offer some sense of the magnitude of our coefficients, we can do a back-of-the-envelope

calculation assuming that lower housing prices at the time of marriage only affect the probability that a

household owns a home. This is probably too strong of an assumption but this allows us to put some upper

bounds on our effects. If we are willing to make that assumption, we would conclude that being 10 percent

more likely to own a home leads to a decrease of 3 percent in the probability of having a child repeat a grade,

and increases by 0.1 the number of children in the household. It would lower the probability that the wife

works by about 3 percent, increase the usual work hours of men by 1 while decreasing that of women by 2.5

hours. In other words, if a household goes from not owning a home to owning a home (in this calculation),

male labor increases by 10 hours and female labor decreases by 25 hours, consistent with the story that

owning a home will lead to a significant increase in division of labor.

Robustness We now show that our results are robust to a variety of checks. Our main analysis uses state

level variation in housing prices because mobility between states based on housing markets is less likely than

mobility between metro areas. To check that our results hold with finer variation, in Appendix Table C.2

we use MSA-level HPI variation instead, and restrict our sample to MSAs only. Lower housing prices are

associated with lower probability of grade retention and more children, although that result is no longer

statistically significantly different from 0. We also find similar patterns for labor specialization with lower

housing prices leading to more traditional gender roles. Thus, our results do not seem to be driven by the

fact that we employ a geographic level that, in some cases, may include very different housing markets.
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Even across states, one may worry that the state of residence is endogenous to the housing price index and

that individuals who wish to marry, for example, locate in a state that has a lower price index. This should,

as with the selection story, bias results against our hypothesis, but we are still cautious about migration. In

Appendix Table C.3, we use the state of birth as the unit of analysis instead of the state of actual residence.

We find extremely similar patterns in all outcomes. Our results for child investments are almost identical

for grade retention and for number of children. Our results for work specialization are even stronger and

more significant. This leads us to believe that selective migration is unlikely to explain the patterns we find

above.

One could also worry that our results are in part driven by the housing collapse of the Great Recession.

We exclude marriages contracted between 2008 and 2011 and find extremely similar results. Those are

presented in Appendix Table C.4. We find similar results as for our main sample, suggesting that the

variation we exploit goes well beyond that of the Great Recession.

Finally, one could also be worried that the house price index is endogenous to demand conditions in the

local housing market which would influence decisions at the moment of the marriage, or otherwise linked to

economic conditions. We thus repeat our analysis instrumenting for housing price indexes using a strategy

based on Palmer (2015). A detailed description of our approach can be found in Appendix D, where we show

in the first column of Table D.5 that the instrumented HPI indeed predicts homeownership just as strongly

as the non-instrumented version.

Table 6’s first panel indicates that when a couple faces an exogenously easier housing market at the

moment of marriage, they are less likely to have children in the household who experienced grade retention

and also to have more children. This confirms the results we observed when the housing price index’s endo-

geneity was not necessarily controlled for. The magnitudes are larger suggesting that unobserved economic

conditions may have played a role.

The second panel repeats the analysis for labor force participation of men and women with the instru-

mented housing price index. It shows that the asymmetric reaction of men and women to the change in the

housing price remains even once we instrument the house price index. We continue to find that a booming

housing market at the moment of the marriage decreases the traditional division of labor between spouses.

In response to an exogenously good housing market, females work more while men work less. The coefficient

for males is insignificant for hours worked but strongly negatively correlated for the probability of working

last year, while the interaction for being female is always positive and significant.

We also show in the last two columns of Appendix Table D.5 that the results for wage hold with the IV

strategy where we focus only on the specification with controls.

Effect of Housing Prices on Divorce Finally, we examine the impact on divorce. In our baseline

model, divorce is unaffected but, conditional on marriage, access to home purchase reduces the probability

of renegotiating the marriage contract. We could conceive that more renegotiation would lead to higher

divorces in a more complex setting. When we allow for child quality to be experienced differently by parents

within than outside of marriage, divorce itself will be lower for those who are able to purchase a home.

Table 7 shows the impact of the home price index at the time of marriage on the probability that the person

interviewed is found to be divorced at the time of the survey. The first column presents OLS results while the
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Table 6: Relationship between house prices at marriage and child investment and division of labor: Instru-
mented

Dependent variable:
Worked Last Year Usual Hours Worked

(1) (2) (3) (4)

- ̂House Price Index 0.0129∗∗∗ 0.0180∗∗∗ -0.0391 0.307
(0.00477) (0.00653) (0.537) (0.559)

-ĤPI × female -0.0189∗∗∗ -0.0168∗∗∗ -1.523∗∗∗ -1.403∗∗∗

(0.00534) (0.00479) (0.318) (0.296)

Additional Controls No Yes No Yes
Observations 3330278 3330278 3330278 3330278

Grade Retention Number of Children
(1) (2) (3) (4)

- ̂House Price Index -0.0261∗∗∗ -0.0292∗∗∗ 0.223∗∗ 0.188∗

(0.00663) (0.00719) (0.101) (0.100)

Additional Controls No Yes No Yes
Observations 2145451 2145451 3330278 3330278

Notes: Data uses individuals in the 2008-2014 ACS married within the last eighteen years. House Price Index represents state-
level housing prices from the Federal Housing Finance Agency in the year of marriage, instrumented for by state-level housing
amplitude using the methodology of Palmer (2015), while housing prices in the current year are controlled for. Fixed effects for
the year of marriage, current year, and state are included in all specifications. Standard errors are clustered at the state level.

second the ones instrumented as in the sub-section above. These results confirm that divorce decreases with

lower housing prices, particularly once we instrument for the housing price. The results suggest that facing

a one percent decrease in the housing price in one’s state of residence at the time of marriage decreases the

probability that the person is currently divorced by 0.6 percentage points for the year of marriage and almost

5 percent once instrumented. This is relevant given that the average divorce probability in our sample is 13

percent.

Together, the results on the relationship between housing prices and home purchase, child quality,

mother’s time allocation, and divorce suggest that easier access to housing at the time of marriage has

significant consequences on parental outcomes later on, inducing women to invest more strongly in their

children and taking on more traditional division of labor. This is very robust to a variety of alternative

specifications. We now turn to examining whether the model’s predictions regarding marriage selection also

hold in the data.

3.2 Access to commitment and differential selection

Having shown that having easier access to a commitment technology increases the investment that couples

(in particular women) make in their children, our model next argues that this should make marriage more

attractive. The short-term variation offered by the housing market may confuse issues of marriage timing
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Table 7: Relationship between house prices at marriage and divorce probability

Dependent variable: Divorce Status
OLS IV
(1) (2)

-House Price Index -0.00609∗ -0.0465∗∗∗

(0.00364) (0.0149)

Additional Controls Yes Yes
Observations 3665398 3299318

Notes: Data uses individuals in the 2008-2014 ACS married within the last eighteen years. House Price Index represents state-
level housing prices from the Federal Housing Finance Agency in the year of marriage, while housing prices in the current year
are controlled for. Fixed effects for the year of marriage, current year, and state are included in all specifications. Standard
errors are clustered at the state level.

and selection into marriage per se, and is better suited at looking at increased commitment conditional on

entering marriage.

Thus, to examine how access to the commitment technology of homeownership creates differential selec-

tion into marriage in empirical data, we examine the relationship between proxies for taste for commitment

and marriage for couples who do or do not have financial assets. We use financial assets, measured as having

positive investment income in the PSID, to signal technology access since they could be used to place a down

payment on a home. We then examine selection into marriage on two proxies for “taste for commitment”:

first, the presence of children, and second, a “traditional” division of labor, with the husband working sub-

stantially more than the wife.16 The reasons for the first proxy is straightforward—if one does not wish to

have children, there may be no need for commitment in marriage. Therefore, whether or not one has access

to the commitment technology should not have a strong impact on whether one chooses marriage versus

non-marital commitment. The second proxy reflects the wife potentially reducing hours to provide work in

the home sector, which reduces her earning potential in the case of divorce. Of course, for both of these

measures, causality runs both ways, in that individuals wishing to have children or wishing to divide labor

may seek commitment through marriage, whereas at the same time those able to access commitment will

be more able to have children or divide labor, even if it creates risks to one party. The key fact in support

of our story of access to commitment being a crucial determinant, is that the difference between those who

marry and those who cohabit should be much stronger for those with assets than without.

Indeed, Figure 8 shows that there is both a much greater difference in need for commitment among

married versus cohabiting couples for those with assets, and a much greater rate of selecting into marriage

based on need for commitment for those with assets. All these differences are significant at the 5% level,

shown in Appendix Table E.6.

Specifically, whereas for those without assets individuals who marry are only 7 percentage points more

likely to have children than those who cohabit, those with assets are 31 percentage points more likely to

have children if they marry versus cohabit.17 In other words, if you have assets and you wish to have

16This is defined formally as the husband working more than ten hours and either working more than twice the hours of
the wife or the wife not working at all. The results also hold when looking at relative wages. The results below also hold for
alternate measures, such as relative wages.

17If we restrict cohabiting couples to those where the head has never been married, the gap is even larger, as it is much more
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children, given that you can access the commitment technology, you do. The same is true for having a

traditional division of labor. Individuals without assets who marry are 2 percentage points more likely to

divide labor than individuals who cohabit, whereas for individuals with assets, those who marry divide labor

15 percentage points more than those who cohabit.

If we then divide people according to those characteristics, we can measure the selection into marriage

based on this need or “taste” for commitment. As expected, there is an 18 percentage point gap in marriage

rates between those with kids and without when assets are present, compared to only 8 percent for families

without assets. Similarly, there is a 9 percentage point gap in marriage rates for those with or without a high

division of labor supply with assets, versus only a 2 percentage point gap without. In other words, couples

are substantially more like to be married when they show a high need for commitment and they have assets,

whereas there is much more modest selection into marriage without assets.

Figure 8: Association Between Need for Commitment and Marriage, by Asset-Holding

Taste for Commitment Selection into Marriage
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Notes: Data uses the 2015 Panel Survey of Income Dynamics. Restricted to couples who are wither cohabiting or married,
where the male partner is between 21 and 44. Having assets is defined as having interest income, reflective of underlying assets.
Traditional division of labor is defined the male partner working at least ten hours and the female partner either not working
or working less than half as many hours. Difference between asset and no asset is significant at the 5% level for all bars, shown
in Appendix Table E.6.

These results show, as our theory predicts, that there is much less difference in “tastes” among those who

marry versus do not when there is no access to the commitment technology. When there is access, couples

who marry versus cohabit are heavily selected on tastes. Similarly, there is much less difference in marriage

rates among those with high versus low “tastes” for commitment when there is no access to commitment.

likely that the children in cohabiting families with assets come from previous marriages.
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When commitment is possible, couples with high apparent need for commitment select at much greater rates

into marriage.

3.3 Heterogenous responses to legal changes by asset-holding

In this section, we show that the connection between marriage rates and assets has grown stronger as US

marriage and child custody laws have changed in two ways: 1) Childbearing without marriage has become

closer to marriage in legal framework, by allowing for both parental rights and obligations without marriage,

and 2) Divorce can now be initiated by one partner, making marriage less resistant to bad shocks. We use

state-year variation in these laws to test how marriage rates change for individuals of different asset levels

as the legal framework changes.

We use pre-marital assets to stand in for the ability to purchase a home in this analysis. Although

divorce laws only specify the division of joint marital property, premarital asset-holding is a good predictor

of acquiring such joint property. Those who possess pre-marital financial assets will be more able to put a

down payment on a home upon marriage. Subsequent mortgage payments are then accumulated into a joint

asset, to be divided upon divorce, unlike rent payments for non homeowners.

Strengthening the Non-Marital Fertility Contract We first use data from the 1992, 1993, and 1996

waves of the SIPP to test whether the impact of in-hospital voluntary paternity establishment (IHVPE)

differed for those with and without assets. IHVPE, and the era of non-marital rights and responsibilities

(verified through DNA if necessary) it signaled, created an alternative legal partnership, that, from an

income-division perspective, was very close to marriage, without the asset-sharing component that marriage

offers. Our model would predict this legal change would widen the marriage gap between high and low asset

individuals.

We assemble a data set encompassing all men aged 21-35 who enter the SIPP data unmarried. The SIPP

data is quarterly, and for the period we use includes individuals in a panel for 9 or 12 waves (quarters). We

regress “ever married” (during the period we observe) on asset holding and the IHVPE policy in the initial

period, controlling for state and year fixed effects, as well as age.

Our data on IHVPE dates comes from Rossin-Slater (2016), and all of these policies were implemented

in the 90s, during the period of welfare reform. Assets are specifically listed in the SIPP data, and we divide

individuals into “asset holding,” those with assets greater than zero, and not.18

The equation being estimated is:

Evermarryist = β IHV PEst × assetsi + ν assetsi + ξ IHV PEst + γ Xi + ηs + δt + εist (2)

Where s and t represent the state and year the individual first appears in the data. We add individual-level

controls as well as state-specific time trends in subsequent specifications.

Table 8 shows that the introduction of IHVPE is correlated with lower marriage rates overall, but higher

18We exclude homeownership from assets for two reasons: first, it is only measured for household heads, and secondly, homes
owned pre-marriage are unlikely to be divided upon divorce, whereas financial assets that are used to purchase joint marital
homes create shared marital property.
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Table 8: Paternity establishment laws and marriage rates, by asset status

Dependent variable: Ever Married
(1) (2) (3)

IHVPE × Assets 0.0383∗∗ 0.0367∗∗ 0.0359∗∗

(0.0172) (0.0171) (0.0168)

IHVPE Laws -0.00826 -0.00795 -0.00281
(0.0140) (0.0145) (0.0137)

Owns Assets 0.0399∗∗∗ 0.0219∗∗∗ 0.0216∗∗∗

(0.00733) (0.00703) (0.00710)

Inc, race, and educ control YES YES
State-specific time trend YES
Observations 10670 10670 10670
R-Squared 0.0937 0.102 0.106

Notes: Data uses male individuals in the 1992, 1993, and 1996 Survey of Income and Program Participation age 21-35 who
enter the data unmarried. IHVPE represents the adoption of in-hospital voluntary paternity establishment programs, shown
by Rossin-Slater (2016) to decrease marriage rates. State and year fixed effects are included in all specifications, as are controls
for age. Standard errors are clustered at the state level.

marriage rates for those possessing assets. The effect size remains consistent even when state-specific time

trends are accounted for. This result highlights the role of assets in creating differential value of marriage,

above and beyond that of non-marital fertility contracts, even as these contracts are strengthened. Facing a

IHVPE increases the probability of marriage for someone who has assets by 3 percent while it has no impact

on those who do not have assets.

Weakening the Marital Contract We next turn to examining whether increased likelihood of divorce,

through a switch from dual consent requirements to unilateral decision-making, led to an increased rela-

tionship between assets and marriage, signaling an erosion of marriage value for those without assets. We

implement this empirical test using the PSID, since the PSID contains data for the time period when uni-

lateral divorce laws were introduced. We follow Voena (2015)’s coding of unilateral divorce laws.

Because the PSID panel is constructed differently than the SIPP, we create our sample using a slightly

different methodology. In the SIPP, new people are regularly added to the panel, and the panel itself is short.

Thus, we can take “newcomers” of every age (within the 21-35 range that would reasonably be affected) to

maximize data availability. In the PSID, because the panel stays largely constant over time, and the panel

is long, with new individuals entering only if they marry into a sample household, if we added individuals

based on the 21-35 year age range, we would construct a panel with a mix of 21-35 year olds in the beginning,

but with essentially only 21 year olds coming into the data over time. We thus designate a specific age at

which to add individuals to our sample: 26 (our results are robust to other ages). And, as the panel itself

is long, we need to limit the time period we are looking at to some extent. We choose to look at a 12 year

period, although, again, our results are robust to other choices.

We designate asset-holding individuals based on asset income, which is more likely to indicate the types

of financial assets that could be invested in a marital property. Asset income is only measured for heads of
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Table 9: Unilateral divorce laws and time to marriage, by asset status

Dependent variable: Ever Married
(1) (2) (3)

Unilateral × Assets 0.119∗∗ 0.0999∗ 0.0875
(0.0455) (0.0515) (0.0560)

Unilateral divorce -0.0945 -0.0641 -0.118
(0.0859) (0.0863) (0.115)

Own Assets 0.0491 -0.0272 -0.0371
(0.0385) (0.0475) (0.0500)

Inc, educ, race controls YES YES
State specific time trend YES
Observations 1391 1339 1339
R-Squared 0.158 0.196 0.227

Notes: Data uses unmarried male individuals in the 1968-1993 Panel Study of Income Dynamics, starting at age 26. Outcomes
are measured over a 12-year period. State and year fixed effects are included in all specifications. Standard errors are clustered
at the state level.

household prior to 1975, so to avoid switching our definition partway through, we assign non-heads the asset

status of the household head in all years. Because premarital assets are only meant to proxy for the ability

to potentially afford a down payment, we speculate that assets of the head of household are likely to proxy

for this as well.

The equation being estimated is:

Evermarryist = β unilateralst × assetsi + ν assetsi + ξ unilateralst + γ Xi + ηs + δt + εist (3)

With, again, individual-level controls as well as state-specific time trends being included in subsequent

specifications. A control for age is not necessary here, as everyone “starts” at age 26.

Table 9 shows that the introduction of unilateral divorce laws appear to decrease marriage rates overall,

although this effect is not significant, but that this effect is cancelled out for individuals possessing assets.

The effect size remains stable with the introduction of individual controls and state-specific time trends,

although it becomes non-significant when state trends are included. This aligns with our hypothesis that

having assets allows marriage to retain value—through increased commitment and protection for the lower

earning spouse—even in the presence of one-sided divorce decision-making.

4 Conclusion

We present the first model on the role of homeownership in “collateralizing” the marriage contract. We

demonstrate that a highly general model of partnership selection with limited commitment can generate the

effect that homeownership helps to solve the “public goods problem” of investment in children generated by

new contracting rules for marriage. Assets increase investment by reducing the impact of such investment on

the investing parent’s expected second period consumption. This comes through two channels: first, reducing
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the risk of divorce by giving the richer partner “more to lose,” and second, providing a guaranteed level of

consumption in case divorce does occur. This causes individuals with sufficient assets for home purchase

to select marriage over non-marital fertility at much greater rates. Additionally, the model predicts that

unilateral divorce and better extra-marital contracting will not remove the appeal of marriage for high-asset

individuals, while these policies encourage non-marital fertility for those without wealth.

We show empirical support for this model, first by demonstrating that our model’s proposed mechanisms

are active, and those families who more easily purchase homes upon marriage invest more in children and

specialize more within the household. We further show that the selection of married couples on dimensions

reflecting the need for commitment, the presence of children and division of labor, is strongly linked to assets.

We then demonstrate that increased ease of non-marital contracting has starkly different effects for those

without assets than those with assets. Similarly, unilateral divorce erodes marriage only for those who lack

assets.

Thus, our model suggests that the uneven retreat from marriage among certain groups may result from

underlying heterogeneity in wealth and access to homeownership. This is important because some groups

may be particularly disadvantaged in the holding of wealth, and the ability to convert this wealth into

housing stock. For example, Hamilton and Tippet (2015) demonstrate that while the white-black income

gap is large, the white-black asset gap is substantially wider. Moreover, the homeownership gap may be

even larger (Charles and Hurst, 2002)), since on top of the disparity in financial assets, redlining historically

limited the ability of non-white individuals to purchase homes. Our model suggests a mechanism linking

this gap to a corresponding gap in marriage rates. Similarly, our model provides an underlying mechanism

for the lower marital college premium Chiappori et al. (2017) identifies for black women, which they link to

lower human capital investments in children.

More generally, our work suggests credit constraints for home buying penalize couples not just in the

housing market but in their child investment choices. We think this is an interesting avenue to explore in fu-

ture research. Our model additionally suggests that such inequality is unlikely to be self-correcting. Because

investment in child human capital is higher in marriage, and such investment must be insured through assets,

those who lack assets may be hamstrung in their level of investment in the next generation. This would

then produce a mechanism through which inequality is transmitted from one generation to the next. Those

with high assets create high-security marriages with high levels of child investment, producing advantaged

children. Those without assets end up in less secure non-marital arrangements, with correspondingly less

advantaged children. Wealth has not previously been considered as a driver of marital value, and thus the

ability to insure child investment. This paper presents evidence that it could be an important factor, with

stark policy and welfare implications.
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A Homeownership over time

Figure A.1: Rates of living in owned home over time, by marital status, ages 18-30

Notes: Rates of individuals living in a home that is owned (or being purchased) in the US Census from 1960 - 2000. Homeown-
ership is measured for the household head, so not necessarily the individual in question. We include non-heads to ensure that
selection between head status is not driving the results.

Figure A.2: Rates of living in owned home by unilateral divorce laws, married individuals, ages 18-30

Notes: Rates of married individuals living in a home that is owned (or being purchased) in the US Census from 1960 - 2000, by
state-level unilateral divorce laws. Pre-1970 states include all states who passed unilateral divorce laws before 1970, and post-
1970 is states where laws were implemented post-1970 (but were indeed implemented). States that never implement unilateral
divorce are excluded.
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B Model extensions

We now present a more specific and detailed model that fulfills the assumptions specified in Section 2

required to obtain our key results. This specific version helps to further illustrate the mechanisms driving

the results in the general framework.

We have a continuum of men m and women w in an economy. All of them have an endowment Ω which is

drawn from a distribution F (Ω) for women and G(Ω) for men, where the distribution of men’s endowments

stochastically dominates that of women. Men also receive an endowment in terms of assets Aj , that are

positive with probability h.19

B.1 Child investment and divorce selection

We assume that Qc(τ,Ωi,Ωj) = (Ωi + Ωj)h(τ), with h(0) = 0, with h′(0) = ∞ and h(1) < 1. We also

assume here that c1i = 0.5(Ωi + Ωj), c1j = 0.5(Ωi + Ωj) in either type of partnership but this is irrelevant.

With bilateral divorce, we have already shown in the main text that households will share equally the

household income in the second period as well. The investment level selected by the woman is then

h′(τ∗) =
Ωiu

′(0.5 ∗ (Ωi(1− τ∗) + Ωj +Aj))

4(Ωi + Ωj)

which is the optimal level.

With unilateral divorce or cohabitation, we will face a different result. Assume that cm2Si = δΩj +0.5Aj +

Ωi(1 − τ) correspond to the woman’s payment when divorced and cc2Si = γΩj + Ωi(1 − τ) to her payment

when separated where 0.5 > δ ≥ γ. This implies that married women will receive potentially some post-

divorce transfers from their ex-husbands and those are lower than what they received in marriage but at least

equal or above what she would received when separated from a non-marital relationship. Men will receive

cm2Sj = (1− δ)Ωj + 0.5Aj when divorced and cc2Sj = (1− γ)Ωj +Aj upon separation from cohabitation.

In cohabitation, men will be the one making the decision to separate, and they will want to do so when:

φ < φ̄ = u ((1− γ)Ωj +Aj)− u (0.5 ∗ (Ωi(1− τ) + Ωj +Aj))

Note that a higher γ decreases the threshold value while higher assets and higher Aj and τ have the

opposite effects.

Their spouse would rather stay in the relationship as long as her income is above that she will receive

upon separation. She will thus be able to accept a worse sharing rule. We will assume that whenever φ < φ̄,

the sharing rule will be altered to convince the male to stay in the relationship and thus that they will share

resources with β(φ) such that

u(β(φ)(Ωi(1− τ) + Ωj +Aj)) + φ = u(Ωj(1− γ) +Aj)

19We assume here that only men have assets. Women could also have assets. As long as their assets are lower than their
spouse, the conclusions of the model would be unaltered.
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Finally, for the worse levels of shocks, such a compensation will not be possible and separation will occur.

This will be the case when φ < 0. A similar calculation allows us to determine that a man will want a

unilateral divorce when:

φ < φ̃ = u ((1− δ)Ωj + 0.5Aj)− u (0.5 ∗ (Ωi(1− τ) + Ωj +Aj))

In this case, a higher δ decreases the threshold value while higher τ increases it. Note also that φ̃ < φ̄

namely that a married woman will face a unhappy partner less often than a cohabiting one. If the shock is

lower than that value, the female partner will be renogotiating the contract in order to keep the relationship

alive. The sharing rule will thus be β′(φ) such that

u(β′(φ)(Ωi(1− τ) + Ωj +Aj)) + φ = u(Ωj(1− δ) + 0.5Aj)

It can be shown that β′(φ) < β(φ) and thus that for a similar “love shock”, men will be able to extract more

from their partner in cohabitation than in marriage.

A woman in a non-marital fertility relationship will invest in a child up to the point where:

h′(τNM ) =
Ωi(0.5(1− L(φ̄))u′(c2Ri) +

∫ φ̄
0
u′(2(1− β(φ))c2Ri)l(φ)dφ+ 0.5u′(cc2Si))

2(Ωi + Ωj)

It can be shown that τNM < τ∗ and thus that the level of investment is below optimal since the woman

pays a higher cost than the couple for the investment since she bears it all in the separated state. Using

monotone comparative statics, we can show that the optimal investment τNM will be non-decreasing in γ.

To do so, we need to demonstrate that the female’s utility function is supermodular in γ and τ , namely

∂2UNMi

∂γ∂τ
= l(φ̄)Ωi

∂φ̄

∂γ
(−0.5u′(c2Ri))− ΩiΩju

′′(cc2Sj) + Ωi

∫ φ̄

0

u′′(2(1− β(φ))c2Ri)
∂β(φ)

∂γ
(2c2Ri)l(φ)dφ > 0

This is positive by the concavity of the utility function, the fact that ∂φ̄
∂γ > 0 and ∂β(φ)

∂γ < 0. By increasing

the sharing post-separation, women have a higher consumption when their husband wants to leave and when

they separate, which through concavity, makes them willing to invest more. Furthermore, their partner

threatens to leave less often which reduces their expected marginal cost.

Married women will pick their optimal level of investment in children:

h′(τM ) =
Ωi(0.5(1− L(φ̃))u′(c2Ri) +

∫ φ̃
0
u′(2(1− β′(φ))c2Ri)l(φ)dφ+ 0.5u′(cm2Si))

2(Ωi + Ωj)

Married women will invest more in children for a few reasons. Because their marriage is more stable

than cohabitation, they will have to bear the entire cost of investment less frequently. Second, since their

consumption level when divorced is higher than when a cohabiting partner separates, the marginal cost of

the investment will be less difficult to bear in that case.
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Women will underinvest in their children compared to Pareto optimum for the same reasons as in the

case of the cohabitation but the difference will be smaller.

By an identical argument as the one presented above, investments will be non-decreasing in δ. Investment

will be also non-decreasing in Aj . Formally,

∂2UMi
∂Aj∂τ

= −Ωi((1− L(φ̃))0.25u′′(c2Ri) +

∫ φ̃

0

u′′(2(1− β′)c2Ri)l(φ)dφ+ 0.25u′′(cm2Si))

−0.5Ωil(φ̃)
∂φ̃

∂Aj
u′(c2Ri) +

∫ φ̃

0

u′′(2(1− β′)c2Ri)2
∂β′

∂Aj
c2Ril(φ)dφ > 0

This is positive for 3 main reasons. Concavity implies that the marginal cost is diminished when assets

are present. Second, assets increase relationship stability ∂φ̃
∂Aj

< 0 since husbands find it less attractive to

leave the relationship when they hold assets. Finally, more assets also imply that husbands extract less from

their wives when they threaten to leave, which makes the marginal cost of investment fall for the wife.

Thus, this more specific model satisfies the key assumptions required for our propositions in the general

framework.

B.2 Partnership selection

As child quality is larger for those in marriage than for those in cohabitation and expected consumption

is also less volatile and that this is impacting more individuals with higher levels of endowments, we will

have that as endowments increase, the fixed cost of entering in the relationship will be less relevant and thus

that there will be a threshold of Ω for which individuals will first remain single, then cohabit, then marry.

There will be positive assortative matching.

By the logic of the more general model, individuals with assets will receive more benefits from marriage.

This is because their child investments are closer to the Pareto optimum, and thus the utility gap between

marriage and non-marital fertility is higher, and therefore the fixed cost of marriage is justified by even

those with a lower level of endowments. By the same logic, this more specific model also echoes the policy

experiments from the more general model.
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C Appendix Tables

Table C.1: Relationship between house prices at marriage and individual’s years of education

Dependent variable: Educational attainment
OLS IV
(1) (2)

-House Price Index -0.117∗ -0.464∗∗∗

(0.0685) (0.153)

Additional Controls No No
Observations 3198890 2883502
R-Squared 0.0174 0.0164

Notes: Data uses individuals in the 2008-2014 ACS married within the last eighteen years. House Price Index represents state-
level housing prices from the Federal Housing Finance Agency in the year of marriage, with the second column instrumented
using the approach in Palmer (2015), while housing prices in the current year are controlled for. Fixed effects for the year of
marriage, current year, and state are included in all specifications. Standard errors are clustered at the state level.

Table C.2: Relationship between house prices at marriage and child investment and division of labor: MSA-
level variation

Dependent variable:
Grade Retention Number of Children

(1) (2) (3) (4)

-House Price Index -0.00339∗ -0.00455∗∗ 0.0201 0.0167
(0.00200) (0.00210) (0.0156) (0.0160)

Additional Controls No Yes No Yes
Observations 775099 775099 1094095 1094095
R-Squared 0.00671 0.0288 0.124 0.153

Worked Last Year Usual Hours Worked
(1) (2) (3) (4)

-House Price Index 0.00222 0.00284 0.425∗∗ 0.439∗∗

(0.00322) (0.00333) (0.168) (0.166)

-HPI × female -0.0101∗∗ -0.00860∗ -1.250∗∗∗ -1.158∗∗∗

(0.00497) (0.00479) (0.249) (0.237)

Additional Controls No Yes No Yes
Observations 1094095 1094095 1094095 1094095
R-Squared 0.0603 0.102 0.124 0.168

Notes: Data uses individuals in the 2008-2014 ACS married within the last eighteen years who currently live in a MSA. House
Price Index represents MSA-level housing prices from the Federal Housing Finance Agency in the year of marriage, while housing
prices in the current year are controlled for. Fixed effects for the year of marriage and MSAs are included in all specifications.
Standard errors are clustered at the MSA level.
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Table C.3: Relationship between house prices at marriage and child investment and division of labor: State
of birth

Dependent variable:
Grade Retention Number of Children

(1) (2) (3) (4)

-House Price Index -0.00657∗∗∗ -0.00657∗∗∗ 0.0381∗ 0.0297
(0.00215) (0.00220) (0.0209) (0.0195)

Additional Controls No Yes No Yes
Observations 1867030 1867030 2888992 2888992
R-Squared 0.00864 0.0221 0.0905 0.137

Worked Last Year Usual Hours Worked
(1) (2) (3) (4)

-House Price Index 0.00794∗∗ 0.00415 0.724∗∗∗ 0.545∗∗∗

(0.00377) (0.00341) (0.196) (0.181)

-HPI × female -0.0156∗∗∗ -0.0130∗∗∗ -1.520∗∗∗ -1.381∗∗∗

(0.00529) (0.00475) (0.362) (0.334)

Additional Controls No Yes No Yes
Observations 2888992 2888992 2888992 2888992
R-Squared 0.0375 0.100 0.102 0.160

Notes: Data uses individuals in the 2008-2014 ACS married within the last eighteen years. House Price Index represents state of
birth level housing prices from the Federal Housing Finance Agency in the year of marriage, while housing prices in the current
year are controlled for. Fixed effects for the year of marriage, current year, and state of birth are included in all specifications.
Standard errors are clustered at the state level.
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Table C.4: Relationship between house prices at marriage and child investment and division of labor: without
2008-2011

Dependent variable:
Grade Retention Number of Children

(1) (2) (3) (4)

-House Price Index -0.00906∗∗∗ -0.0102∗∗∗ 0.0280 0.0180
(0.00266) (0.00300) (0.0252) (0.0232)

Additional Controls No Yes No Yes
Observations 2102540 2102540 3063008 3063008
R-Squared 0.00883 0.0230 0.0719 0.126

Worked Last Year Usual Hours Worked
(1) (2) (3) (4)

-House Price Index 0.00203 0.00206 0.359∗∗∗ 0.367∗∗∗

(0.00221) (0.00266) (0.128) (0.119)

-HPI × female -0.00904∗∗ -0.00647∗ -1.100∗∗∗ -0.958∗∗∗

(0.00361) (0.00335) (0.236) (0.225)

Additional Controls No Yes No Yes
Observations 3063008 3063008 3063008 3063008
R-Squared 0.0527 0.101 0.118 0.167

Notes: Data uses individuals in the 2008-2014 ACS married within the last eighteen years. House Price Index represents state-
level housing prices from the Federal Housing Finance Agency in the year of marriage, while housing prices in the current year
are controlled for. We exclude all marriages contracted between 2008 and 2011. Fixed effects for the year of marriage, current
year, and state are included in all specifications. Standard errors are clustered at the state level.
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D Instrumental Variable strategy

In this section, we explore whether endogeneity of the housing price index could bias our results. To

eliminate this problem, we would need to find a variable that predicts housing price variation at the local

level but is uncorrelated with local economic shocks that may affect other household decisions (except the

house buying one) at the time of marriage. To do this, we follow Palmer (2015) by exploiting the fact that

there is a pattern of volatility in housing prices that is persistently different between locations in the United

States. Some regions of the country are more subject to housing booms and busts than others. To measure

this, we use the yearly price index (all transactions) from 1975 to 1994 to measure the variability in the

housing price index. We calculate the standard deviation in the year-to-year fluctuation in the housing price

and obtain a value of σi for each state. We then assume that the only difference in the price index post 1994

is due to the difference in volatility across location. Formally, we construct a predicted house price index as:

ĤPIit = σi ∗HPI−it

where HPI−it is the national house price index minus that of the particular location i. Thus, our predicted

measure simply assumes that the house price index that a state experiences is the one experienced in the other

states but amplified or not depending on its past variability. It should thus be exogenous to current local

economic conditions since it does not depend on these in any ways. The only way in which this instrument

could be correlated with local economic shocks is if the variance we calculated in previous years reflect not

only a sensitivity to house prices but also to other economic shocks and that these shocks are reflected in

the national price index. Palmer (2015) conducts the analysis using time dummies instead of the national

price index but the logic is very similar.

We next show that the results presented in our paper are robust to instrumenting for the house price

index using the above instrument. We focus on the results only with all controls but the elimination of these

controls do not change in any significant way the results presented. Table D.5 confirms our results that when

the housing price index is lower in the year in which a couple was married, the probability that this couple

owns a home rises. The magnitude is even larger than the one presented in the main text suggesting that

a low price index may also be correlated with bad economic conditions, which dampened the effect. The

results for divorced status and wages are similarly stronger in the instrumented version.
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Table D.5: Relationship between house price index (instrumented) and various outcomes

Dependent variable:
Own Home Labor Earnings Log hourly wage

(1) (2) (3)

-House Price Index 0.0802∗∗∗ 6248.6∗∗∗ 0.00189
(0.0209) (2122.2) (0.0133)

-HPI × female -7677.9∗∗∗ -0.0683∗∗∗

(950.9) (0.0118)

Additional Controls Yes Yes Yes
Observations 2883502 3330278 2612991

Notes: Data uses individuals in the 2008-2014 ACS married within the last eighteen years. House Price Index represents state-
level housing prices from the Federal Housing Finance Agency in the year of marriage, instrumented for by state-level housing
amplitude using the methodology of Palmer (2015), while housing prices in the current year are controlled for. Fixed effects for
the year of marriage, current year, and state are included in all specifications. Standard errors are clustered at the state level.
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E Selection into Marriage

Table E.6: Taste for Commitment conditional on Marriage and Selection into Marriage Conditional on
Tastes, by Asset-Holding

Taste for Commitment

(1) (2)
Dependent variable: have kids div. labor

assets × married 0.247*** 0.135**
(0.0534) (0.0559)

assets -0.289*** -0.172***
(0.0491) (0.0514)

married 0.0673*** 0.0178
(0.0256) (0.0269)

Constant 0.730*** 0.269***
(0.0221) (0.0232)

Observations 2,170 2,158
R-squared 0.028 0.008

Selection into Marriage

(1) (2)
Dependent variable: married married

assets × have kids 0.0927**
(0.0414)

assets × DoL 0.0757*
(0.0421)

assets 0.0732** 0.116***
(0.0356) (0.0210)

have kids 0.0752***
(0.0257)

div. labor 0.0167
(0.0238)

Constant 0.683*** 0.740***
(0.0227) (0.0126)

Observations 2,170 2,158
R-squared 0.040 0.028

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. Data uses the 2015 Panel Survey of Income Dynamics. Restricted to couples who are
wither cohabiting or married, where the male partner is between 21 and 44. Having assets is defined as having interest income,
reflective of underlying assets. Traditional division of labor is defined the male partner working at least ten hours and the
female partner either not working or working less than half as many hours.
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